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Budget cuts
haunt UAA
By Robert Devine
Northern Light Reporter
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The University of Alaska may be
facing multi-million dollar budget cuts,
said state Rep. Kay Brown, (D),
chairman of the House Fiscal Policies
Subcommittee.
According
to Brown, her
subcommittee will propose reducing the
UA budget by $7-12 million in
conjunction with a larger scenario
designed to generally reduce the fiscal
year 1990 state budget (FY90).
"The co-chairs of the finance
committees and the Speaker and the
' President of the Senate have agr~d to
reduce the Governor's FY90 proposal by
$150-to-$200 million," Brown said. "I
think we are looking at the implications
of making reductions of that magnitude."
See UAA back page

US divided,
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Above, Yuplk dancers perfonn.
Below, the tall of an Aeroflot jet.

By John Woodbury
Northern Light Editor
Factionalism, internal personality
conflicts and lack of leadership have
caused UAA's Union of Students (US)
representatives to question whether they
should push the self-destruct button on
the student governing body, according to
some student senators.
The on-going conflicts which have
been simmering for months came to the
boiling-point during last Friday's
meeting when US President Doug
Waring warned the assembly not to use
Robert's Rules of Order, a book that
outlines protocol for governmental
meetings, as a weapon against each
other.
"It told the assembly that Robert's
Rules are there to help us proceed with
SeeUSpage4

KMPS radio play combines talents and tales of DJs and actors
By John Raffetto
Northern Light Reporter
Don't touch that dial!
A brand new idea has arrived at UAA
as the University Radio Theater
Company takes to the air next month.

The URTC is an open group of
students that bring back the "old days"
trend of radio plays.
Christine Newholm, a student at
UAA, is the director of the group and has
so far seen a good response to the idea
The majority of interest has come from

Soviet Rock
Seepage 14

students involved in theater and Campus should play which parts. The production
manager handles techinical aspects, such
Radio (KMPS).
According to Newholm, there are three as recording and sound effects. The
permanent positions in the group besides players are chosen from play to play
her own. The script superviser reviews through auditions held on the weekends.
The company plans to use radio
scripts for airplay. The talent coordinator
listens to auditions and decides who
See KMPS page 4
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Do you know how your $10.00 student government
fee was spent?

- An editorial

The Union of Students, through your student
government fee, finances projects and activities that
enhance both the quality of education and the quality of
life on the UAA campus. These projects include the
Northern Light student newspaper, KMPS Radio,
Campus Cinema, student Legal Services, speaker
sponsorships, scholarships and many others.

Last week Alaska experienced a Soviet invasion, and it was beautiful.
UAA played a key role in this reunion of ~pie and culture, an occurance that has not
happened since before WWII. Because of UAA's involvement in international relationships,
the univeristy has and will receive some auention. UAA needs to capitalize on this fact UAA needs a gimmick in these trying times of ridiculous budget cuts from the Governor's
office - and relations with the Soviets is the answer.
UAA has the potential to become a leading academic center in the country, and the world
Profesors, legislators, students and members of the community need to unify and work
toward this goal. Every person involved in such an undenaking will benefit immensely this was made obviously apparent last week during the Soviet-American Reunion.
UAA, the door to success is open, the Soviets have knocked, now is the time to welcome
opportunity.

As students, we are all responsible for the quality of
the education we receive at UAA. By seating members
in student government you are fuUfilling the visible
aspect of that responsiblity, but their presence does not
replace your voice in the decisions that affect the
quality of your educational experience.

The budget process has begun for fiscal year 1990,
and we need your input to develop a budget responsive
to your needs and desires.

""
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Some of the many issues facing the Finance
Committee include: Should members of the Union of
Students be monetarily compensated for their work?
Should the Union of Students spend your student
government fee to help finance the cost of a commons
area in the dormitories? Should we begin subsidizing
the costs incurred by students undertaking internships
outside of Anchorage? How do you feel about
underwriting some of the costs for building
improvements to provide more smoking areas on
campus?

j
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To be heard you must accept your responsibility for
a quality education. Come to a Finance Committee or
student government meeting, Fridays at 2:00 P.M. and
3:00 P.M., respectively, Campus Center, room 228
and 104.
Your voice will be heard in either forum and all are
welcome to auend. After all it's more than just your
money, it's your responsibility.
Matt De Witt
Finance Committee Chair
Union of Students

In both the Feb. 6th and Feb. 13th issues of The
Northern Light, Cina Lyden was incorrectly ident' ified as the team captain of the UAA Women's

Nordic Ski Team. The team captain is Lisa Ramsey.
The Northern Light greatly regrets the enur. It is
hoped that no major inconvenience r~ul~.

I
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Announcements:
Student Government Open House
You are invited to come and meet with
the people who represent you. Discuss the
issues with members of US and enjoy a
snack.
When: March 14, 1989; 10:00 a.m. to
3:00p.m.
Where: Campus Center Room 228

----~-----------The Northern Light is a weekly University of Alaska
Anchorage student publication funded by student fees and
advertising sales. The Northern Light represents only the
views of its editors and writers, who are solely responsible for
its content. Circulation is 5,000.
The Northern Light welcomes all letters to the editor. Letters
can be hand-wntten or typed, but should be limited to 250 words
m length. Leners can be delivered to the Northern Light offic.e
or sent via the VAX system. Letters must include the author's
name and phone nwnber to verify authenticity. Letters which
cannot be verified will not be printed in any instance. Requests

trlh~ !Nk~rftlh~rru lurg;lh~ ©
-

for anonymity will be honored at the editor's discretion.
The editor reserves the right to edit all submissions for
length, grammar and libel. Publication is not guaranteed.
Office location: Campus Center Room 212.
Mailing address: The Northern light
Campus Center, 3211 Providenc.e Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508

VAX ID: AYLIGHT
Telephone: Editorial - 786-4815;
Advertising- 786-1318.
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·ithony Wilson-Smith, Moscow Bureau Chier ror Maclean's, Canada's weekly newsmagazine
.:::~:::-

T· 1· following UAA Focus consists ··
of . ',:erpts taken from comments
Wil :c:1-Smith made in answer to
,.
questions asked of him following a
panel discussion on Feb. 22 at the
UAA Arts building called gGJasnost: · •·
The Impact for ~oviet Media.~
·.··
. .....
Q. What
publi~tio~ are th~ . / >
in the Soviet Union?
·
. A (There is one new publication) .·., ·
but basically it's a government digest
It's a journal of record Beyond that ..
(there is nothing). What's happened is
that the existing journals have increased.
in importance.The Moscow News is a \
eXlllJ1ple.Jt was basically
.a tourist
:-.-. ····.·:··· - ·.:;t. ·..: ·,•.•
-:-: .·.-·.
.. ···.·.·.·-·.·
-.~:
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Kruschev, bc:Jg )c·;;1ca aside and told
bugle, it hadn't changed in 40 years.
to shut up.
All of a sudden four years ago, BANG!
Q. I unders1.fi.1u !he:c arc underground
They got a new editor who was
ncwpapers in Moscxiw. Since Glasnost.
appointed by lhe Central Committee.
are more or less underground
He's very, very daring and very
newspapers appearing?
courageous.
A. What's happened is that the
Q. Although he was government
establishments have gone more
appointed? ·
'
underground in style. Olgamef, for
A. Yes. Well he's appointed by the new
example, was a pretty bland paper.
governmenL It was a very big step for
Now its more like the old Rolling
them. This guy was appointed by the
Stone (early 70's). They've got a very
liberal forces in the Politboro. His job,
interesting wri1er named Tim Boravik
as I was mentioning, is in some
jeopardy. I wouldn't go so far as to say ···•' ., who speaks Americanized English. He
spent last swnmer going through some
they (Soviet journalists) put their lives
. training exercises with American
on lhe line, but certainly their futures
soldiers at Fort Benning. He did a
and careers are. Like what happened to

:<~-::·:~::·:
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_- pieces with the very
.!lg perspective of sitting in ~.;
cL
:x>rn there with a big pic\11-e c:·
:; : ~ ' soldier on the wall th~. '.sail!
he ., -' lhe enemy named "Ivar(',. How
do you feel looking at this larget with
your bayonet everyday. He didn't tell
me if they (Soviet soldiers) have a
picture that they bayoneted for practice
of an American soldier named John.
But they do a lot of stuff like that
Off the wall, that pushes (the limits)
But they are still &he exception.
It's kind of like a kid who has run
away from home and all of a sudden he
has this big world in front of him and
he doesn't know which way to go. The
journalists hit and miss a lot
ir.

Letters to the editor

Dysfunctional
university

As it stands now, I am part of a dysfunctional
institution. I would rather that these issues would not
cause any disfocus from my education. Circumstance
dictates that I stay whare I am, Therefore, I ask that
you at least consider my appeal.

Condoms suck
Dear Editor,
The condoms suck, they promote promiscuous sex.
Dave Dykstra

Russell W. Polsky
Dear Editor, .
Dysfunctionalism a big word these days.
The word is used in places where words such as
maladjusted , inadequate, or chaotic used to be used.
We use this word most commonly to describe family
situations.
Institutions can also be plagued with the same kinds
of problems as families; poor communications,
selfishness, or plain blindness to reality.
It is my assertion that we, as students, attend a
dysfunctional institution. Although the merger is
something of the past for most people, the retroactive
effects are still present.
When examining a family that is in strife some
commonalities can be found some of the most
prevelent problems being lack of attention, and
dodging responsibilities (scapegoating).
The idea that individual departments have no
responsibility to be at each registration is loosly based
on their heavy workload. Surely the payroll of this
institution is not based solely on money coming from
Juneau.
I hope that some of my tuition goes toward my
professors wage. With this in mind, it is not too
much to ask that some of our department heads step
down from their Ivory Towers and remember why we
are here.
There is a trend currently for entities to justify their
exsistence for fear of the axe. Maybe some
down-to-earth types of services could strengthen their
cause.
As is typical of dysfunctional systems, the
problems begin at the head of table.
Those departments most secure in their positions are
some of the most troublesome. Some departmemts are
virtually impossible to navigate without a road map.
Particular students are catered to when students who
are "outsiders" cannot eek out good infonnation.
I hate to drag out old laundry, but some of this
attitude can be traced back to the merger. The contempt
felt on either side of campus still brews, but over a
much lower flame. This is said not to downplay the
issues yet unresolved, but to acknowledge that they
still exist.
No matter what responsibilities lie with either
administration, former ACC instructors, or instructors
from the fonner UAA, the first responsibility they all
share is to the educational environment and
opportunity for each student
The issues involving their professional careers could
be left out of the classroom, which is only proper.
Raised awareness of student relations, action toward
laying down specific policies to detennine expected
procedures and action and production of a higher level
of student related activities could be a starting point for
the administration.
Cooperation and communication improvements, as
well as true desire from everyone to help each other
toward our goals may be idealistic, but as a student,
who may be a bit naive to the harsh realities of the
real world, I choose to hope and pray for these ends.

Anti-trappers are
'Bunnyhuggers'
Dear Editor,
I read last week's "letter to the editor," by Thomas
Morse. This article was very anti-trapping, hunting,
and fishing. Those of us who like to participate in the
above activities call people like Mr. Morse
"bunnyhuggers." This letter is an excellent example
of how "bunnyhuggers" think with emotions and not
with reason. Let me rewrite part of Mr. Morse's letter,
only I'll rewrite it on my opinion of "Bunnyhuggers."
"Bunnyhuggers are as much af a threat to American
life style as Nazism was to the world. To allow
bunnyhuggers to have a say in wildlife legislation is
like allowing the Ku Klux Klan to have a say in civil
rights legislation."
Isn't America a wonderful place. Mr. Morse can
throw out all kinds of accusations about other people's
lifestyles and doesn't have to prove a thing. Which for
him is a good thing since he doesn't have much facts
to base his beliefs on.
Mr. Morse used an example of one trapper to show
how all trappers are supposed to think. Well Mr.
Morse, I happen to think that your letter was as
ignorant as that one trapper was.
I'm curious to know just how far you carry your
beliefs? According to the biology class I had last year,
life was defined as anything that has cells. Life is still
life regardless of whether it was animal life or plant
life. Where do you draw the line at life? Do you use
wood? Are you a vegitarian?
I wondered why people who have a different life
style than mine are always trying to get me to change
to theirs? Why do they feel that it is·their right to
screw with my rights?

Dale Bagley

Pervert grow up
Dear Editor,
I recently posted a flyer advertising for models to
pose for an independent study on portraiture and studio
lighting. I innocently listed my name and home
number on the flyer. I put up no more than a half
dozen flyers in the Arts Bldg., only. Since posting the
flyer, I have been recieving obscene phone calls which
have been reported to the Anchorage Police
Deptartment Campus police has also been alerted.
Whoever you are, grow up.

Becky Kersey

Damn the animals
Dear Editor,
Did it ever occur to you that millions, upon
millions of babies are murdered every year just for the
sake of convenience?
Why do you concern yourself with the supposed
plight of animals when this happens every day in
America and indeed right here in your own town?
Where are your priorities?
Do you realize the penalty for causing a seal,
porpoise, or any other protected sea species to abort
her offspring? Do you know the penalty for even
removing one of these species from it's environment?
Or for even harrassing one? The penalties for these
acts are very severe! Try aborting 23 million seal
babies and watch the environmentalists sere.am! Rip
the babies out of just one whale's body and you've got
big trouble! But when human beings, made in the
image of God, are killed, not too much happens, there
are horror stories that nurses and exabortionists tell
that will make anyone shed tears. Open your ears!!
And you're worried about the damn animals! Thats
sickening! Even Bill West would agree ... No, on
second thought, he probably thinks it's ok, too. He
can't even figure if male prostitution is wrong. Oh
well. Let's get it right America!

Gary Murphy

Letter offensive
Dear Editor,
If you can't or if you refuse to edit out offensive

material, then it may become necessary to have some
censureship for your publication. I was offended by
your decision to print Mr. West's letter. Mr. West's
commentary was not offensive; however, the purient
letter subsequently published is indeed highly
offensive. Would you print such a letter of purient
heterosexual interest? Probably. Just some
sensationalism. Sell a few papers (get them read). I'd
find printing of hetersexual material just as offensive.
Mr. West's letter is particularly embarrassing. The
lesbian and homosexual people I know are just like the
rest of us in that they want one-on-one committed love
relationships. They suffer almost the same gamut of
relationship problems. I like them because they are
good people, not because of their sexuality. They are
merely people who made a decision. They live by it
and are responsible. I don't have the answers regarding
if it is environmental or genetic; I prefer to emphasize
and respect the right to choose.
I prefer that Mr. West keep his opinions to himself.
If he doesn't, then fine. We can all read and see quite
obviously that, not only is Mr. West homosexual, he
is homophobic.
John Taylor Smith

The Northern Light
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radio play

US lacks leadership senators say
Continued from page t
of Order to help remove Waring from
business and do constructive things," suspicion.
Waring said. "They are not there to be
Larry Kingry, UAA vice chancellor of
used as ammunition against another, or Student Services, said he has volunteered
what is perceived as another, side."
his expertise to help smooth out
Waring said the conflicts, which he tensions within the student organization.
views as a "power struggle," has been
This Friday's student government
occuring for the last three months.
meeting has been cancelled, but another
"It's really pissed me off because it's meeting on the same day at 5 p.m. is
cutting into the constructive work we scheduled with Kingry. The meetings are
can do," he said.
described as "leadership workshops."
Student Senator Ken Droddy feels the
"I plan to work with them and give
situation in student government has them direction. The Union of Students is
gotten so out of control that disbanding not in bad enough shape to where I'll use
student government is a reasonable my administrative power to rectify it,"
alternative.
Kingry said.
About 10 years ago, when the former
"What I see is a total breakdown of the
entire system. It's serious enough to community college and university
disband the organization. As it stands, I decided to split from each other, one of
don't think it's salvageable," Droddy said. the student governments was placed
During that same meeting, Droddy under the wing of the administration,
said he witnessed Waring slip a note to said Assistant Director of Student
another senator, Bill Phillips. After the Development Carole Lund.
Lund was unsure which student
meeting, Phillips delivered the note to
Droddy.
government received administrative
"Bill (Phillips) was white when he attention. She also said it is not unusual
handed it to me. He had a real sick look for student governments to have
on his face and he said 'Ken, look at problems like these.
Kingry said there is no need for other
this,' " Droddy said.
Droddy said he felt the contents of the student organizations to worry about the
note was "highly offensive" to him and future of their activities and budgets.
plans to seek legal counsel.
"I don't expect any of that kind of
"When materials like this are passed fallout. The financial commitments are
down from the president to the assembly, still valid, the other student groups need
the breakdown is preuy much complete," not worry," he said.
US Vice President Susan Sorenson
Droddy said.
Droddy would not make the contents has expressed concern about the factions
of the note public, but did say it was a that are said to exist in student
personal attack and that at least two other government.
"People with different viewpoints may
assembly members have seen the note.
According to Droddy, an attempt was have great ideas, but we need to
concentrate on getting people talking and
made by him lo discuss the note with
understanding each other's viewpoint,"
Waring.
"When I went up to Doug and tappea Sorenson said.
Three weeks ago, according to reliable
him on the shoulder and I said we need to
sources in student government, Sorenson
talk, he said 'f--k off Droddy'."
An "amazed" Droddy said he had
made an attempt Lo submit her
absolutely ·no idea why Waring would announcement of resignation. After
verbally "attack" him.
discussions with other members of the
"I have always supported him. I have
assembly, Sorenson revoked her
even gone so far as to cover for him," resignation request.
Droddy said. According to Droddy,
Waring, whose leadership has been
Waring misled the assembly in regards to questioned by members of the assembly
a resignation of a student senator.
before, has received official criticism in
Droddy said he invoked Robert's Rules
areas such as not maintaining accurate

KMS

Winter Survival Kit
$}0 Haircut
No.Hassle

s35Perfect
Perm
Your hair takes a beating during the cold Alaskan winters so
T rendSetters and KMS Laboratories have a special "Win,ter
Survival Kit" designed especially to prote~t your. hair against
the elements. Supplies are limited on this special offer - so
hurry in today! No appointment necessary.

attendance policies, using his private
office for non-student government
tutorial purposes and abusing the powers
of his position.
Dtoddy said these, as well as many
other "minor" offenses and the disruption
of last week's meeting have convinced
him that student government needs to
reach a resolve or disband.
"Most definitely. I will support and
push for a dissolvement of student
government," he said.
Droddy said if the situation worsens,
he will take the issue to UAA
Chancellor Donald Behrend and recommend he establish ad hoc
committees to assess the existing
conflict and also to assume the budgetary
responsibilities of student government.
The Union of Students is responsible
for allocating the 1989 budget of
$278,929 to different student groups on
campus.
Droddy is confident he will receive the
support of his decision by some of his
colleagues.
"I'm not out to get the university, but
I've got to protect my rights and
interests. I feel like I've been violated by
the President of the student association,"
Droddy said.
Waring agrees the inter-staff bickering
needs to end, but expresses frustration in
reaching a resolve.
"I'm tired of this crap and I don't know
what else to do," Waring said.

Larry Kingry

Continued from page t
scripts submitted by students, but
currently is working on published radio
plays. Auditions were held last Saturday
for the first radio play, "Hitchiker's
Guide to the Galaxy," written by
Douglas Adams.
In auditions, the company is looking
for unique voices. Since voices are all
that are heard, "that's all you have to
work with," says Newholm. "We want
to use every aspect of students' talents.
Radio plays are great because people can
avoid problems of memorization and
stage rehearsal." Plus, unlike stage plays
the programs can be recorded and played
years down the road with the press of the
"PLAY" button.
The URTC will use equipment at
KMPS to create shows, and will air
them on the radio station. A new play
will be perfonned twice a month.
The creation of these plays will be
something to see, even though the final
product will only be heard. In recording
the plays, the company will attempt to
create a realistic setting in the studio to
enhance the sound of the play.
Newholm believes this form of
entertainment will be successful on
campus. Not many colleges have done
this, so the company will be breaking
new ground. The size of the listening
audience is currently limited because of
the range of the radio station, which is in
the process of obtaining a FM liscence,
enabling them to reach a larger group of
listeners.
Richard Taylor, adviser for the
newly-formed group, is enthusiastic
about the idea because it brings the
theater and radio aspects of the campus
together. Newholm calls it an "an
extension of the arts," saying the senses
are dulled by television because the
viewer doesn't need to use imagination.
Radio plays are still a form of acting,
and it gives the listeners a chance to use
the senses. She says, "it gets you
involved, like reading."
Anyone who has written a script for
radio play is encouraged to bring it to
KMPS located in room 122 of the CAS
building, in care of "Director, URTC."

THE ARMY CAN HELP YOU
GET A $25~200 EDGE
ON COLLEGE.
The Army can help you get an edge on life and earn up to
$25,200 for college through the Montgomery GI Bill Plus the
--Army College Fund.
~=
· ~ ·--._.
Here's how it works. You
contribute $100 a month for
the first year from your $630~us monthly starting salary.
The government then contributes its share, $9,600 from
the Montgomery GI Bill plus
$14,400 from the Army College Fund for a four-year
enlistment.
Army opportunities get
better every day. If you qualify, you could train in one of over
250 challenging and rewarding high-tech skills in fields like
avionics and electronics, satellites and microwave communications, computer and radar operations-just to name a few.
It makes sense to earn while you learn. For more information
about getting monev for college, call your Army Recruiter today.

Call FFC Strickler

411 E. Northern Lights

274-4247

Mon 9:30-6 • Sat 9-6:30
Open Tues, Wed, Thurs & Fri 9 am-8 pm

274-5611

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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Even Nanook's best friends wouldn 't
tell him that his breath looked bad.

Are you an aspiring
©&1llil@@1rnnffitl"R
If so, 111e Nort11ert1 Ligl1t
wants to sec, and possibly
publish, your work!
Just stop &y the
olf lce, Campus

Center, room 212.

answers to last weeKs puzzle
ACROSS

31. Tbrow out
33. Dry, u In wine
J.4. EquaDy
35. Spit (p.t.)
36. Put In office
38. Let 10
40. Inside
41. 43,560 sq. feet
42.Locb _ _
44. _
_
Claus
46. Arrest
49. Bow; curve
50. Edges
52. Fish egp
53. Prepare 1olf baD
54. Rub out
55. Deviate from coune

l. Honey maker
4. Make happy
9. Smart
12. Make a mistake
13. Tbose poisoned with
locoweed
14. Born
15. Over 12 and under 20
17. Habit
19. Walldn1 stick
20. Layer
21. A1alnst
23. Embroidered desl1n
26. Screwdrlven, for e:u mple
28. Braid

DOWN

l. Wqer

2. Before (poetlc)
3. BulldJn1 set
Duh
Theater box
H11h card
Near
Calculate
9. Growl
10. Hawaiian prland
11. A this lime
16. Pointed p~ of metal
18. Receipt (abbr.)
20. Powder
21. Frqnnt oll
ll. Rope

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

29. Concemlns
30. Rocks on top of hlll
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23. Malldous DI will
24. hlld
25. RJPt-llud pase of book
27. Cut away from
32. Flower receptacle
33. Pertalaln1 to the s e 35. Rellal- bod:r
37. Itemize
39. Tbnutlns weapoa
42. Nnmllen (abbr.)
43. Femlalne snffb
44. Day of week (abbr.)
45 ... (p.t.)
46. Govenuaent •P:rs (abbr.)
41. Not allve apoa anlval
(abbr.)

41. EYer'p'eetl tree
51. RailrOlld (abbr.)
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WEEK OF
FEBRUARY27

MONDAY

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Unsolved Mystery no. 23- Just how
great is Scott?

The "No Big Heads" art show is
The UAA gymnastics team is taking on showing all week in the Campus Center
Sacramento State. Flip on down to the gallery. Come check out the
PEF at 7:30 and support our girls.
innovations.

'-----------~-------------------------,
TUESDAY
Dental hygiene services are av.ailable on
campus thanks to the UAA dental
hygiene students. They also provide xray services to students and the general
public in the Allied Health Science
bldg. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Call
786-1701 to schedule an appointment.

The UAA Alaska Center for
International business is going to be
hosting an international conference on
"Pacific Rim Fisheries; Business and
Development Policies." It's coming in
March, watch here for details.

It's Noon Music in the Pub with
Michael Thomas from 11:30 to 1:30
p.m. Order food, sit back, listen and
enjoy the melodic tones.

The Behavioral Science Conference is
happening April 22. Students, faculty
Amnesty International is meeting at
and professionals are invited to
8: 15 p.m. with compassionate pens in
participate and give presentations. The
CAS rm 211. Everybody welcome.
presentations are in three categories;
oral, poster and video. An abstract
form must be turned into the UAA
l-------------.--------------:---------------1 Psychology department by April 8.
WEDNESDAY
It's Open Mic/Jam Session night again.
For more information contact the
It's from 7:30 to IO p.m. in the
Psych department.
Campus Center Pub.
"Outdoor Adventure Series" this week
Phi Alpha Theta, the UAA History
features Charles Hsieh in his continuing
The UAA Union of Students is now
honor society is meeting at 4 p.m. in
saga of "Training for a Denali Climb."
taking
applications to fill a vacant
Campus Center rm. 104. All interested
He will also be showing a slide
senator's
seat For more information
students welcome.
The African American Club is meeting presentation. Bring your lunch.
call 786-1220 or come to Campus
at 3 p.m. in Campus Center rm. 226.
Center rm. 228

THURSDAY
Wrap it in foil before you check her
oil.

The recruiters from Princess Tours will
be on campus March 1 & 2 looking for
future employees. Come to the Admin.
bldg. rm. 158 for additional information
and to sign up for appointments.

FRIDAY

Club Council meets Friday mornings
at 10:30.

CLASSIFIEDS

Come to the UAA/PEF showing of the
new hit movie "Young Buns." See
these debut performances of Buffy, Biff,
Bunny and Bunky as they line up on the
railing and wait to be noticed.

SATURDAY
The "Spring
Dance" is happening at 10 p.m. in the
Campus Center cafeteria. Students with
an ID $1.

For Sale: 1986 Yamaha YZ250.
Excellent condition. $995 OBO. Call
Sam at 786-7623 ir 376-2608

Fender Stratocaster, brand new, limited
edition, paisley, barely played, $525.
Call 563-2779 or 272..fl.)95 for Dennis. For Sale: Brand new Nordic Track ski
machine. Must move. Must sell.
WANfED: Ski partner or partners to Message phone 338-0956 ask for
ski Alyeska religiously on Fridays.
Barbara.
Intermediate to advanced level or real
Wanted: Full time banquet set up
brave beginner. 563-1808.
person. Approx. 25-35 hours a week.
Wanted: 3 bedroom home/Condo for Heavy lifting req. Hours vary. For
June 24 thru Aug. 28. Near university. details call Cindy Ward at Int'l Inn,
Send info to Bobbi Hoyt, Route 153, 3333 Int'l Airport Rd., 243-2233.
East Madison, N.R, 03849.
For Sale: 1953 GIBSON LES PAUL
classic gold top with original P-90 soap
For Sale: Utility trailer, heavy duty,
bar p.u.'s. Appraised & insured for
single axle with 15 inch tires. $475.
$2,500. Will sacrafice at $1,650. 563Call Sam at 376-2608 or 786-7623.
1808.

About the calendar: If you would
like to submit a personal,
Clean Car, '77 Fiat, 131 Sedan Miafori,
announcement or classified ad of 25
red, $600 OBO, sold as is. Call Mary at
words or less, bring your info to the
562-0293 or 333-0512.
Northern Light office in Campus
Center rm. 212, by noon on
Wednesday.

Dirtv Laundrv...
Just how many cars park in the C~cellor's spot?

Starting Feb. 15 the VITA Program is
coming on campus to help with tax
returns. Available to students and
anyone with a basic tax return. Contac
Fred Heiker at 522-3556. The event is
sponsored by the Accounting Club.

SUNDAY

The Gaming Society has meetings
every other Saturday from 3 to 11 p.m.
in bldg. K rm. 166. The next meeting
is March 25, so plan ahead. For more
info contact Greg Gibbs at 786-7680 or
Eric Brown at 258-5580.

The UAA Anthropology Club is
sponsoring a day long seminar in
experimental archeology featuring
archeologist Dennis Stanford. Starts 11
a.m. in bldg. K rm. 166. Free to UAA
students, faculty and staff.
Beer can, Neither do you.
-Crude but effective

PERSONALS

To the Roving Reporter- next time you
give a gal your card double check to s
Kon Man, Laundry no! Pizza yes! All if another ladies name is on the back. you have to do is choose what's ON
God she's so beautiful.
TOP!!!
-Angie
George Dick, please call the Northern
D.L. -OK. Be right over. -"Mike"
Light.
Abigail Advice- Help I need some!

k111ps

()7()

college radio

TOP 10
Studio Line
786-4846
Main Office
786-1098

AM

1. New Order (Quest Records)
"Fine Time"
2. R.E.M. (Warner Bros.)
"Stand"
3. Voice In Fashion (12" Single)
"Give Me Your Love"
4. FireTown (Atlantic)
"Where The S hadovvs Fall"
5. CoVYboy Junkies (RCA)
"Svveet Jane"
6. The Pursuit of Happiness
(Chrysa Iis)" Co nsc io us ness
Raising As A Social Tool"
7. Jane's Addiction
(Warner Bros.) "Jane Says"
8. Saints (1YT)
"Grain Of Sand"
g Fine Young Cannibals (l.R.S.
·"She Drives Me Crazy" -MCA)
1 o. Ed Haynes (Apache)
"Talking Cat Blues"
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Although differences exist between the U.S. and Soviet
Union, social problems recognize no boundaries and
substance abuse is no exception.
Two authors, one from Russia, the other from UAA,
recognize this parallel and have both published books
designed to inform the public about drug abuse.
UAA's Director of the School of Health Sciences,
Bernard Segal, has recently published an informative book
on substance abuse. Segal's release, Drugs And Behavior:
Cause, Effects, and Treatment, explores the social,
physical, and psychological damages that accompany drug
abuse.
According to Segal, his interest in substance abuse stems
from the drug period of the 60's, when the drug problems
really became apparent
"I was a clinician and did a lot of clinical work on college
campuses in the 60's," Segal said.
"The cases that I saw started changing from what might
have been pure psychological disorders to young people
who were strung out on drugs. The concern I had was why
would anybody want to do this to themselves?"
Since then Segal has written numerous journal articles.
Now his book has hit the shelves of the UAA bookstore.
According to Segal, he began working on his book about
seven years ago when he realized how dissatisfied he was
with the qualitative information available in the classroom
texts on drug abuse.
Working diligently through summers and weekends,
Segal has produced what he feels to be an informative book.
which is appropriate for classroom learning.
"I felt that none of the texts I used not only did not cover
what I felt should be covered but did not quite deal with
issues the way I felt they should be and so I put my money
where my mouth was, so to speak," Segal said.
Segal feels his book is more than just simple statements
of facts. Unlike some texts, it allows for understanding the
implications of facts.
Now collaborating with Segal is Caesar Korolenko, of

See Drugs page B

Single scene plagued by corny pick-up lines
By Arlltla Jones
Northern Light Features Editor

J-fey bunny, wanna liop?

rendering statement that would make
them yours forever, you utter a travesty
of the romantic world. You give them
the pick-up line and hope they don't
notice the billy-goat horns growing out
of your forehead.
Everywhere you find the singles scene
the pick-up line is there, constantly
reasserting its dominance over a mob of
incompetence, insecurity and desperation
You hear 'em all, and none of them
work.
• "Hey sugar thighs, what's your
sign?"

It starts with a look across a crowded
room. You see the person that you're
dying to meet. Then you think, my God,
what can I say to that person. That's
when the panic sets in.
You rack your brains hoping that
anything of the slightest interest will
come forward as you approach this
person of your dreams. You're determined
to impress them. You're cool, you're
svelte, you're God's gift to a world awash
in egotistical narcissism.
No trespassing.
This is the moment that you1l either
• "Have you seen my ride? It's hot"
go with the sheep or fall away with the
I bet it's little and red, too.
goats. It could happen that your eyes
• "Whoa! Those are nice rivets on your
will meet, and without you knowing it
50l's!"
your heart will fall in rhythm with the
Yeah, and your brain is probably
life pulse of this hunk or goddess. An
shrink to fit, too.
ephemeral glow of warmth surrounds
•"I reaJly shouldn't have more than
you; your souls rise out of your bodies
one beer. I get drunk so easy."
to become one, and the angels sing, or
Notice the key word in this line.
blush. These are the sheep.
Some lines fail not only in their
Or it could happen that you finally
obtuseness, but because of their poor
find yourself face to face with that person planning.
who causes so many strange bodily
• "Excuse me, but can I borrow a piece
reactions. Instead of a romantic, heart
See Pick up page B

pages
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Drugs a problem in both USSR and America
Continued from page 7
Novosibirsk, U.S.S.R.
"With my colleague here from the
Soviet Union, we are both interested, for
example, in understanding the
implications of what it means when
someone is diagnosed as an alcoholic,"
Segal said.
Korolcnko works for the Department
of Psychiatry at a medical institute in the
Soviet Union. Although from different
cultures, both men share many of the
same views regarding drug abuse. But as
similarities exist, so do some marked
differences on major issues. For instance,
they don't agree when it comes to the
issue of using illegal substances for
medical purposes.
"I don't see why not," Segal said.
"Death is not pleasant when you are
lingering from a disease. If marijuana or
some other substance can help people
under appropriately controlled conditions,
why not?"
Korolcnko, on the other hand, feels
just the opposite, "I personally think
that legalizing such, is not a good way.
Because so-called mild drugs are a fast

way to another sort of drug. And we
know that so-called marijuana-hashish
drug causes psychological dependence.
"Some people are predispositioned to
psychotic states and these states can
develop because they take marijuana or
LSD. From another point of view, when
a person takes a mild drug today,
tomorrow he may be driven to take a
more strong drug. Because it is a
question of motivation, hedonistic
motivation may develop," Korolenko
said.
Aft.er differences arc pushed aside, it is
evident that both are concerned about the
drug problem the world is facing. Both
agree that the teen-age years are the most
impressionable time for drug abuse to
begin. Both agree alcohol is a drug that
is tolerated too freely by society, and that
drug dependency controls the individuals

they have no good relations with the
parents and some because they have
stressful situations.

life.

According to both Segal and
Korolenko, the question of why people
use drugs is a difficult one.
"With some people it is one part or
"Some people abuse drugs because generalization of asocial behaviors. ff
they are in a state of emotional tension," many people use drugs, its a symptom
Korolcnko said. "Some people because of some tension in society," Korolenko

Pick-up lines
excuse for
phony
come-ons.

data
systems
educational purchase program

• STUDENTS

• FACULTY

• DEPARTMENTS

Educational Discounts on Laptop & Desktop Computers

SupersPort Model 2
• Dual 3.5" nOK Floppv Disk Drive~
• 640K Ram - exp.indble to 1.64,\-\B
• MS-DOS! ior PC.XT soitware
cornpat1bilttv
• lots of fast access storage for your
important spread sheets, word
processing and data base files.

SupersPort Model 20
• 80C88 microprocessor
• Detachable batter' and AC
adapter rech.ir~er
• Intelligent rower Management••
to control o.ittery consumption ior
hours oi non-stop operation
• 6.iOK RAM - expandable to
1.64MB
• Dazzling back-lit LCD screen for
superior readability in a CRT-size
display
• Ideal for large spreadsheets, word
processing and flexible desktop
performance anywhere on campus

286 Desktop
• 512K RAM - expandable to 16MB
• Room for optiona I 3. 5" floppy drive
• Runs virtually all MS-DOS•
software
• Four open expansion slots
• MS OS/2 •• capabilities
• Zenith's Z-449 Video Card for
high-resolulion graphics

Your campus contact
for these and other
Zenith Products:
Z-286LP Model 40
• 3 .5" 1.44 MB floppy drive that
reads and \Hites ;"20K floppy disks
• 1MB RAM with EMS support expandable to 6MB without using
an expansion slot
• 286 speed and power 1n a
compact, 4"-high cabinet design
• Handles heavy-duty word
processing, spreadsheets and
many more programs

said.
Segal said, its a universal question
that does not have a universal answer.
"Some people do it for the thrill of it,
some to self-medicate, and some do it
just lo try it and then they stop. Others
do it for any number of reasons," Segal
said.
Whatever the reasons are, the fact
remains that substance abuse is a
problem the United States and the Soviet
Union both need to address. According to
Korolenko, drug abuse is on the uprise
in the U.S.S.R, but doesn't seem to
exceed the epidemic proportions of the
United States. He did single out alcohol
abuse as a very large problem among the
young and old in his country. Although
their drinking age is 21, Korolenko
stressed there are ways to get around that,
just as there arc ways for American
teenagers to get around our laws.
Even though vast political differences
separate these two countries
unequivocally, a mutual battle against
this killer dependency might bring us
closer to bridging the gap between East
and West

Robert Knoebel
561-4212

I

continued from page 7
of paper?"
Excu.se me, but isn't your notepad, on
the table there, college ruled?
• "I just love that perfume you're
wearing. What's that scent?"
Arid Extra-Dry.
These are the commonplace lines. No
creativity at all. Even though they're the
universal phrases of phoniness, they can
be elaborate, and even though they tum
you off they can still be appreciated for
their ingenuity and their absurdity.
• "Oh my God! I'm so sorry I hit your
van! I guess I wasn't thinking. Hope
there's no damage. Here's my number.
Call if you want me to fix anything."
Well I've got a dent in my van, but
also a passenger.
•"Boy, you sure got long hair."
Boy, you sure got two ears.
"Hey, maybe you could help me out? I
got this braiding class tonight and I sure
do need some one to practice on."
I got a hair appointment.
They are the most obvious messages
of the English language. It's hard to
contain the element of intrigue in the
shallow greeting of a pick-up line. But
we all say them, and if not, we've all
heard them. We either fall for it or we
lose our balance from a sustained rolling
of the eyeballs and mocking laughter.

The Northern Light has
openings for reporters
and advertising sales
people. Paid positions
available!
Apply at The Northern
Light office, Campus
Center, room 212.
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Alternative music
needs judgement
Part of the real joy of college radio
music programming is reading the trade
journals, and checking out the names of
the bands. with new releases. Warner
Brothers has signed a band called Bambi
Slam - a band that allegedly sounds a
lot like one called Zodiac Mindwarp
& The Love Reaction. Check some
more of these out: Thatcher On
Acid, Humidifier, Giant Sand,
Frontier Wives (all guys, in case you
were wondering), Scrawl, Trotsky
Icepick, Angry Samoans,
Volcano Suns, Goverment
Issue .... and here's one: Elvis Hitler!
The album is titled "Disgrace-land".
So what were these guys doing when
they decided on what to call themselves?
Some were watching movies, and called
themselves Pussy Galore, after a
character in a James Bond flick, or
Faster Pussycat whose name comes
from the title of a movie called Faster
Pussycat, Kill, Kill. Some bands give
you that feeling that they just had to
have a name, no matter what, right
away, like Flour, or A House, or The
Replacements.
Import artists have some really crazy
names, as well. Dead Can Dance,
Passion Fodder (the LP is titled
"Love, Waltzes And Anarchy"),

Spacemen 3, or Wedding Present
("Why Are You Being So Reasonable
Now?'').

Obviously, the shock value of some
of these names is part of their great
appeal: "Say, Beav, what's that record

you're listening to?" "Gee, Pop, it's a
really swell band called My Dad Is
Dead!" Can you imagine? Or how
about Alien Sex Fiend? Or Dogs
D'Amour?
College and alternative music is a riot,
and instructs it's listeners in a valuable
lesson: judge no band by it's name... the
music they make is what's truly
important. And hopefully, they'll take
that lesson and apply it beyond their CD
players.
Other Music Zoidals: We've
heard rumours that Prince will sing a
duet with Madonna on her new LP
"Like A Prayer", called "Love Song."
(click*click) Buy the New Order
album "Technique", it's worth the price
of a disc ....also, Voice In Fashion,
if you can find it. Pick Hit of the
Week: They Might Be Giants:
Ana Ng (give these guys a listen, wait
a couple hours and listen again ... their
lyrics are mysteriously
thought-provoking). And finally, a new
release from Firetown, a single called
"Where The Shadows Fall", from an
album called "The Good Life". One
more note: KMPS' entry into the
Worst Version of Sweet Jane
Contest, put on by RCA records made
it into the Top Ten Worst! Atom Eve
& The Angelfood Treeshrewz
placed either 7th or 8th, according to
RCA promoter Bruce Flhor. The
winning entry?"Sweet Jane" performed
... (gulp) as a POLKA! Arrgh.
-by KMPS manager, Mike Hausler

Gibson

''Who's better Who's best '' better Who, not best
(c) 1989, Rolling Stone. Distributed
by Los Angeles Times Syndicate
Electric Youth, Debbie Gibson,

Atlantic (All Formats), Two stars.
This second album from rock's most
precocious teen may well match her
debut, "Out of the Blue" in sales. But
while "Electric Youth" is more
ambitious, it doesn't achieve the growth
Gibson is striving for and may yet
attain. The arrangements are more fleshed
out than on her streamlined first outing,
but her voice still sounds thin, and as a
friend put it, "ant-like." More

Macintosh TM
Rental

'

significantJy, Gibson is going to have to
work harder on her musical ideas and
lyrics if she wants to persist as a virtual
one-woman show. Too much of "Electric
Youth" sounds received and
one-dimensional, without the individual
stamp that distinguishes originality from
craft
Liberation, Bunny Wailer,
Shanachie (All Formats), Four stars.
Bunny Livingston founded the original
Wailers with Bob Marley and Peter
Tosh, and as the last surviving member
of that triumvirate, he carries a heavy

$6.00/hour

Open 24
Hours

Try our easy -to-use desktop
publishing system for all your
important documents.

LaserWriter™
Rental

kinko·s·

the copy center

95 ¢/page
Need to use a Laser Writer?
There's one waiting for you at
Kinko's. Just bring in your disks
and print away.

276-4228
College Mall
'Macinwn is a rtfJisUruf tradOnar{
ef Jfppu Compuur

Lastr'Writu is a rttJisUrt.tf tnu!emar{
ef Jfppu Compuur

'

psychic load. "Liberation" combines the
visionary force, political righteousness,
rhythmic grooves and pop accessibility
charactcristic of the Wailers at their best.
Songs like "Rise and Shine," "Serious
Thing" and the title track ought to please
both reggae veterans and fans who were
introduced to the music last year by
Ziggy Marley. "Liberation" means
satisfaction.
Who's better, Who's best, The
Who, MCA, (All Formats), Three
Stars.
This collection gets docked a notch

Dimond Center

because almost all the best tracks on it
are already availbale on The Who's classic
greatest hits album, "Meaty Beaty Big &
Bouncy." That being said, if you don't
already own such early Who gems as
"Substitute," "Anyway, Anyhow,
Anywhere" and "Pictures of Lily," your
life is not complete. Those wary of
MCA's repackaging efforts might
consider holding out for The Who boxed
set planned for later this year. But if you
want to plunge in, this 18 song sampler
can't hurt you.

344-8033

"Bring fhis Ad in and get
2 Gourmet Hamburgers
·for the price of 1 .. .''
ONE COUPON PER PERSON, EXPIRES 3-6-89

.·
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Cameras freeze UAA
UAA was captured for all posterity
last week in the "Portrait of a Campus."
Approximately 20 photographers
descended upon the campus to
freeze-frame the images of the college
life and the people who live it
The photographers worked round the
clock to photograph events, scenes and
people on the campus. The work is
being organized by the Camera Club in
anticipation of the workshop coming in
April. The workshop will feature
photographer Rick Smolan, who is most
well known for his "Day in the Life of
America" series of photographic books.
Public relations photographer Tom
Alverez is working to organize the
project. "The people I've talked to who
were involved with this project have
given me a lot of good feedback,"
Alverez said.
Alverez himself participated in the

shooting by recording college life from a
different angle.
"I was in the pool taking underwater
shots for the early morning lap swim,"
Alverez said. "We got pictures of the
chancellor in meetings, pictures ·all
through the PEF, of all the coaches."
Photographers also got shots of a
baking class, students between classes
and late-night shots of donn life.
"One of the best shots I think I got
was of the dental students all brushing
their teeth in the locker room after a
meal," Alverez said.
Film processing is scheduled to begin
this week in preparation for Smolan's
visit on April 6. The Camera Club
hopes to get funds from the Club
Council as well as from sponsors in the
community. They are hoping to publish
the pictures in a booklet, appropriately
called "The Portrait of a Campus."

HEY STUDENTS!
FILL YOUR SPACE FREE OF CHARGE!
THE NORTHERN LIGHT PROVIDES
CLASSIFIED AND PERSONAL SPACE
TO ALL STUDENTS WHO HAVE A
MESSAGE OR SOMETIIlNG TO SELL.
BRING THEM TO THE NORTHERN LIGHT OFFICE IN
CAMPUS CENTER RM. 212 BY WEDNESDAY NOON
M\ke Young captures Cristy 1ngram.

No1t1arn Llghl/Debbi Staab

The Best College Roommate
Money Can Buy.
This semester, give yourself the best college roommate around. A
Macintosh™ personal computer, from Apple® .
For starters, it's light and compact so you can take it
anywhere-from dorm room to classroom, and even the library.
And along the way you will learn a lot, too. From Biology to
Physics. From French literature to Roman history. That's because
thousands of educational software programs round out the subjects
students study. Plus introduce quite a few new subjects as well.
What's more, a Macintosh computer will give you the
-=~-~--- competitive skills you need to get ahead in college-.a=n.=..::d=-_)•~!11!.-mrimnmmll!
'"' 1""'"1 m·":cr!._ _~
~m~~~~~~~~~~;;~~
stay ahead. Such as writing and research '
skills. Which means term papers will
never look better. And grade point
averages wm never be higher.
e- · ~
-· ~-.:-~·-~--~~·
-!"~·:.,:i
i - :!j.._..,..,Jl!ll
Give yourself the competitive edge. A Macintosh computer, the
smart roomate.
For a free demonstration, visit us today.

,.iJii.E·E
· 5iiiim.

Student Pricing and Financing Available.
Contact Rich Sivets or John Klinkhart for details.

comeuterland
Tudor Rd. &
Old Seward .

561-5191

?;, /98 7 Appl' Computtr, Inc. App/1 and th' A pp/L logo "'' rttiJtired tradtmarlcs

1 Applt Computtr,

0

M · F 10·6
Sat. 10-5

lnC'. Mat:irt.tosh is a tradtmarlt of Applt Compuur, Inc.

®

Authorized Dealer
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A Soviet
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Alaskan Hello

ALASKA

u.s.s.
I" CAMAI" I

Northern Lighl Graphic/Amanda Saxton

Soviets arrival makes history

Yupiks strengthen relations

By SOren Wuerth
Northern Light News Editor

By Robert Devine
Northern Light Reporter

As the Soviet Aeroflot plane rolled into Anchorage International
Airport, people in the lobby began to get excited.
The Aeroflot plane, carrying 90 Soviets, had a large red Soviet flag
and "CCCP" painted on its tail.
Anchorage area journalists gathered by the windows and
photographers shot their film furiously.
"Journalists," a well-dressed man yelled.
From the end of a long ramp, several men, dressed in heavy fur coats,
walked quickly to the press area. They melded with the other journalist
and exchanged curious glances with the American press.
The Soviet's spoke like buzzing bees among themselves, but one
finally got the courage to introduce himself.
"I'm Aleksandr Andorshin, Magadan correspondent for The Pravda
Daily Newspaper," he said. "Thanks Alaska for an extra daY. in our life.
We left Moscow yesterday tomorrow."
Soon the other member of the Soviet delegation arrived - dancers,
dignitaries, Yupiks and even a group of hard rockers, who slapped their
hands against the windows separating the lobby from customs and made
funny faces.
As the Soviet first secretaries and chairmen walked from the customs
area, they were greeted by a procession of press and Alaskan statesmen.
Gov. Steve Cowper, Anchorage Mayor Tom Fink and Congressman
Don Ymmg shook hands and wannly exchanged greetings with the
statesmen.
After a few words from Cowper and a Russian statesman, Mayor Fink
and Congressmen Young auempted to get a speech out over the
microphone but it was lost in the confusion and excitement.
The procession drained downstairs into the main lobby of the airport,
where the Soviets got a taste "Camai," or a warm Alaskan welcome.
See Soviet page 13

Siberian and Alaskan Yupiks joined together Feb. 22 for ceremonies
filled with laughter and tears at the University of Alaska Anchorage.
Sixty UAA students, staff and faculty members joined with other
community members to welcome five Siberian Yupiks to the festivities
of Soviet-American Friendship Week.
During the official reception in room F-138, Cuddy Center, UAA
Chancellor Donald Behrend extended warm greetings, presented gifts and
provided a feast unavailable in Siberian Russia - pizza!
More than a dozen Soviets arrived and wann smiles and laughter were
shared by all.
But on a less conspicuous level, a human drama was unfolding.
The Siberian Yupiks had requested permission to visit their relatives
living on St. Lawrence Island. In the U.S.A., freedom to visit one's
family is taken for granted. But this human right has long been denied
to many Yupik people.
For centuries, interrelated Yupik families have lived on both sides of
the Bering Strait. Today many Yupiks dwelling on St. Lawrence Island
are closely related to Yupiks living in Siberia
Occasionally, a grand mirage called "fata morgana" brings the
coastline of Siberia into plain view of the Yupiks on St. Lawrence. For
more than four decades, fara morgana has been the only legal contact
permitted between the Yupiks of St. Lawrence and their Siberian
relatives.
Gone are the freedom-filled days when Yupik skin boaL~ crossed the
waters of the Bering Strait for family reunions and potlatches. Cold war
politics put an end to all that.
Vera Kaneshiro, a UAA language instructor, knows about the
hardships imposed upon Yupik people by extended separation.
Kaneshiro, an Alaskan Yupik, was born on SL Lawrence Island.
See American page 13
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Soviet press gaining freedom
By Robert Devine
Northern Light Reporter
Life and death journalism is practiced
in the Soviet Union, Soviet journalist
Gennady Alferenko said Wednesday
during an unprecedented panel discussion
at the University of Alaska Anchorage.
"The job is rather frightful and
difficult," Alferenko said. "For the
managing editor of the newspaper called
Moscow News, it's a life and death
situation."
According to Alferenko, Soviet
journalism has metamorphosed from a
dramatic process into a traumatic process
under Mikhail Gorbachav's program of
perestroika.
"For the first time in our own
country, we have the freedom to speak
what we think," Alferenko said.
However he added, "every day, we don't
know what is going to happen next."
Although Alferenko has almost given
up writing, he nonetheless represents the

best of new generation Soviet
journalists, said panelist Vasily Peskov,
an observer for Konsomolskaya Pravda ..
Peskov also said Alferenko ought to
rekindle his writing career.
Spectators filled room 150 of the Arts
building to near capacity. Pulitzer
Prize-winner John Strohmeyer, UAA
journalism professor, provided an
introductory speech and Howard Weaver,
managing editor of the Anchorage Daily
News, moderated the discussion. Five
Soviets, three Americans and one
Canadian comprised the panel.
Tass correspondent Yuri Ustmenko
spoke about the ironic consequences of
journalistic freedom in the Soviet Union.
According to him, Soviet journalists
have indulged avidly in opinion writing
during recent years. But he also said
Soviet people distrust editorial
commentary.
"The readers of the Soviet Union are
really concerned with figures and facts,
and they don't care much for comment,"
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Ustrnenko said. "I have a suspicion that
they don't trust too much in Russian
journalism."
Ustmenko also said he hopes printing
more facts and figures without
editorializing will persuade Soviets to
trust their press.
Trustworthy or not, the Soviet press
is more widely read than ever, said
Soviet journalist Aleksy Bukalov,
correspondent for Novoye Vriemya ..
This phenomenon began when Soviet
journalists moved beyond political
See Soviet page 16

Soviet press members answer questions from the audience.

Anchorage family opens home to Soviet visitor
By John Woodbury
Northern Light Editor

The last time Victor Izzo was in the
Soviet Union, things were different.
Political relations were strained to the
breaking point, the attitudes and
perceptions of one culture was hearsay
and myth to the other. The thought of a
Soviet-American Reunion would have
been labelled as absurd, and viewed with
some suspicion.
This week in Anchorage, Victor was
the proud host of Alexsis Androshin, a
Soviet citizen and correspondent for the
Moscow newspaper, The Pravda.
Alexsis, 38, covers the Far East
district for his newspaper and plans to
write an article about his visit to Alaska.
"It's absolutely wonderful. He is
adapting and he is amazed and he is awed
and very appreciative and generous. I
can't say enough about his good being,"
Victor said. "He has definitely become a

member of the Izzo family. I mean, my
dog even missed him when he wasn't
there."
The lzzos were one of about 80 lucky
families who had the opportunity to host
Soviet visitors who had travelled to
Alaska to participate in the
Soviet-American Reunion. And, if the
Izzo family had their way, the visits
would be much more frequent.
"I think it should be a common
occurrence, and there has been too long
of a period of time when the two
countries have not been able to get
together. There is no reason in the world,
other than each other fearing each other,
that they haven't done it," Victor said.
"Now there is a possibility, with the
changes of the powers that be on both
sides, that we can start breaking this
fence down, this barrier down. And it's
almost impossible to start with the East
Coast and Moscow, what with the big
political differences.
"Whereas, between Alaska and Siberia,
where we are so close, intermingled and
interrelated blood-wise, it's the ideal
place to start something like this, and
from there it can spread," Victor said.
Seven-year-old Kevin Izzo also shares
the enthusiasm of his father, and, after
meeting Alexsis, discovered that the
Hollywood image a Russian and the real

thing are as different as cold war and
warm relations.
"I thought they were going to be
tough guys, like sumo wrestlers and
have an upturned nose," Kevin said. "I
was very wrong." Kevin says he feels

very lucky to be the host of a Soviet.
The Izzos first heard about the
adopt-a-Soviet program about three days
before the Soviets arrived in Anchorage
last Monday. And, because both Victor
and his wife, Marian, have been exposed
to Soviet culture, they felt they were
candidates for the program.
Victor used to work in the coal mines
on the Kamchatka Peninsula, perfecting
a newly-designed hydraulic power shovel.
Marian was associated with the
Friendship flight that traveled to the
Soviet Union last June.

The reunion has elevated the
importance of the average citizen to that
of an international ambassador.
"In allowing the average person in
Alaska here and the average person in the
Soviet Union to become joined and visit
and stay with each other, I feel we are
doing something the governments
themselves could not do," Victor said.
The lzzos said they have talked about
making arrangements to correspond with
Alexsis after he leaves for his country.
"It's going to be a great loss to all the
host families (this) week," Victor said.
At the time of this interview, the
lzzos had just returned from bowling and
an ice cream treat.
"Last night was the first time we had a
chance to take him shopping and
bowling and for an ice cream. He bowls
very well. It was the first time he
bowled," Marian said.
Kevin knew he was going to miss his
Soviet house guest and wanted to get
him something to remember him by, so
he purchased a poster and signed it. It
read:
"Dear Alex, I do not want to say
goodbye, but I must. I hope that you
will come again."
So do we, Ambassador Kevin, so do
we.
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Soviet neighbors Traditional dancers give emotional performance
visit Anchorage By Nlklshka Stewart
Continued from page 11
A few of Soviets were introduced to
their host families, who led their nervous
guest quickly away.
"Look-Stas Namin, Rondo," a group

cheered.
Several casually dressed men walked
amidst a shuffling crew of reporters and
cameramen. One was wearing a pair of
Wayfarer sunglasses.
The band members eventually squeezed
out of the (::rowd inside. They gathered by
the front door and waited for their shuttle
while a few lingeruig reporters tried to
get quick interviews.
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Northern Light Reporter
The Alaska Center for the Perfonning Arts (ACPA) was the site
of a once in a lifetime, joyous celebration of visiting artists and
dignitaries from the Soviet Union and the United States on
February 24.
The travelers shared music, hopes and dreams with Alaskans and
other people from around the world in a night of entertainment that
will not soon be forgotten.
The haste with which the production was staged was evident
from the air of confusion that reigned before, during and after the
show. But the failings were forgivable and actually made the event
all the more personal.
Instead of being a polished, slick Broadway style production, the
Soviet/American Reunion 1989 "Glasnost Folkfest" was an
emotional meeting of friends, old and new.
Chuna Mcintyre and his Yupik dancers introduced the evening's
events. The humor they expressed and the intensity of the dancing
captivated the audience right from the start.
Their authentic re-creation and explanation of the dramatic and
comedic dances was a mini-history lesson for those in the audience
unfamiliar with the artistic expressions found in native cultures.
The Chevak dancers are a Chupik Inupiaq group from near
Bethel. These people traveled to the Soviet Union in 1986 in the
cultural exchange group that went over from Alaska.
After one segment of dances by the Chevak dancers their
Siberian counterparts came onstage and joined in with their own
selections and then a group dance.
The pride and assertion with which these Soviet Eskimos
perfonned took the audience back in time to the village shores as
the hunters prepared for war.
"I had fun over there. I wouldn't mind going back again," said
Xavier Norteck, a Chevak dancer who travelled with the group in
1986.
The relationships established in 1986 were renewed during the

See Glasnost page 25
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Traditional Native dancer at the Folkfest '89.

American, Soviet Yupiks swap history and books
Continued from page 11
Indeed, the reunion of Alaskan and
Siberian Yupiks at UAA took place in
her classroom.
Much about the Yupik way of life has
changed during the last 40 years.
Even the Yupik language has changed
somewhat. Siberian Yupiks speak a
dialect increasingly influenced by the
Russian language. And the Alaskan
dialect reflects English influences.

Thus during their reunion at UAA,
the Yupik people concerned themselves
with preservation of a language uniquely
their own.
For hours they spoke Yupik, talking
about Yupik history and sharing Yupik
books. One book, written for Yupik
school children, tells of a language that
was quite small, until, like the embers of
a fire, it grew into a great flame.
Lighthearted moments arose often as

they swapped stories.
The eyes of one Yupik twinkled as she
talked. A very enthused Siberian woman
had accompanied her on a whirlwind
shopping spree. But a tight schedule
soon required the Siberian woman to join
with other Siberians for rehearsal of a
big dance number.
The Siberian woman protested that she
already knew how to dance, and
continued to shop. According to the
teller of this tale, the woman had "fallen
under the spell of an Anchorage mall."
During the festivities, Elaine Abraham
of the Native Student Services, removed
her handmade raven necklace and placed it
around the neck of Ludmilla Ainana,
Siberian education researcher. "We are
family," Abraham said.
Shortly thereafter, tears in her eyes,
Ainana spoke.
"Those of us who are sitting here, we
are sitting here in peace, and war is far
from our minds," she said. "This is what
getting together should be all about. It
seems as though the stonn has passed.
Everywhere we go, American people are
very friendly."
Yes, the warmth of people meeting
people in friendship was in evidence
everywhere in that room. Yet something
very important was missing.
"It is ironic," said Donna Willoya of
Native Student Services. "These Siberian
people can visit faraway Anchorage, but
they cannot visit their own relatives
living on St Lawrence Island."
But this story has a happy ending, of

visited UAA will be permitted to join in
a history making reunion with their
relatives on St Lawrence Island.
However, for the general Yupik
populati{in in Siberia and Alaska, no
such rights have been granted. To this
day, Yupik people die within miles of
their relatives across the Bering Strait
without ever having met them face to
face.

sorts.
Northern Light/Ken Foley

Elaine Abraham dishes up some cheesy delights for some friends.

According to Abraham, two days after
the get-together, government officials
made their decision. After waiting nearly
half a century, the Siberian Yupiks who

Native dancer.
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East and West rock Sullivan Arena
Shasha a rock veteran

By John Raffetto
Northem Light Reporter
His name means "Son of the man who
killed the moose," he drives a Russian
sports car called a Lada Samara, and he
loves his mother.
· Alexander Loscv: known to the music
world as "Sasha," the lead singer of the
Russian rock group Stas Namin. During
his stay last week he offered a personal
glimpse of his life in an interview at the

Clarion Hotel.
For three hours Sasha talked to
reporters from the Northern Light and
Campus Radio. What can a rock star say
in three hours? Plenty...
Sasha has been performing for over
twenty years in Stas Namin. He has
toured all over the world. As Sasha says,
"I have swam in all oceans."
He feels audiences are the same
everywhere, and there's nothing different
See Sasha page 25

By Arlltla Jones
Northem Light Features Editor
Guitar licks, sax solos, loud lyrics and
a heavy beat were the tools of
negotiation between the audience and the
musicians at the Superpower Rock
Concert lasi Saturday night
The concert featured international rock
at its best Fans cheered hard as the two
Soviet bands - Rondo and Stas Namin filled the Sullivan Arena with the
universal sound of rock n' roll,
Soviet-style.
East was followed by West as
American rocker Eddie Money took the

stage. Wearing a T-shirt emblazoned
with a huge hammer and sickle emblem,
Money brought the crowd to its feet, and
for the rest of the night fans stood on
their chairs or crowded around at the base
of the stage.
First up was Rondo to play their
pop-style music. Lead singer, Alexandre
Ivanov brought the stage alive with his
frenetic performance. The motion and
antics never ceased as the band members
played and responded to lhe audiences'
feedoock
Rondo's music does not deal with
political issues, says Ivanov, but rather
love and the people who experience it.

Although their lyrics were Russian, the
emotion their songs carried transcended
lhe language barrier with a beat that any
American rock fan could identify with.
Rondo not only incorporated a
fast-paced rhythm in !heir music, but
also an element of comedy that had the
audience fixed to the antics on stage.
Their fourth song was "a song about a
woman who comes home and finds her
husband in bed with another woman,"
explained keyboard player Evgeny
Rubanov.
"'Hold on, says the husband. Let me
explain. I was driving and saw her
walking. I gave her a ride home. She was

hungry so I gave her the food you didn't
want I noticed she was naked so I gave
her the clolhes you never wear. She was
sleepy so I let her sleep in the bed you
never want Then she asked me, What
else can I have that your wife doesn't
want?'
"This is a song about what wives
don't want," says Rubanov as the crowd
exploded in laughter.
Rondo's final song was done in
English. The audience was hushed as
Ivanov took a crurrrpled paper from his
pocket that held the lyrics to Rod
Stewart's "Sailing." Ivanov seated
See Crowds page 25

A talk with Sergeui
By S6ren Wuerth
Northem Light News Editor

America) symbolically, he's been
running around so much," said a
translator for Markin at Chilkoot
Sergeui Markin celebrated his birthday Charlies one evening.
Markin, the lead guitarist for the
this year in two countries on the same
day.
Soviet rock group Stas Namin, had little
Markin, 28, had a birthday party at his time to settle down. An hour into the
home in Moscow on Feb. 20 before
interview, the wispy-haired. smiling
boarding an Aeroflot plane to the U.S.
Markin was on the stage playing his
After a 24-hour time change, he got to guitar wilh the enthusiasm and intensity
do it again. .
of a cat playing with a ball of yarn.
"He only celebrated his birthday (in
See Stas page 27
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Soviet press gaining freedom
Continued from page 12
editor arrive with the following words •
writing to include human interest topics written on the envelope - "Copies have
in the news.
been sent to the KGB and the Party
"We also began to cover the internal Secretary." Motjvating editors to print
life of the Soviet Union and the coverage letters is the idea behind this practice,
was much more interesting for us," Ustmenko said
Bukalov said
Although all the panelists agreed that
The circulation of a weekly newspaper the quality of Soviet journalism has
in Moscow, Facts and Arguments, grew improved, Preskov said the Soviet press
from 800 thousand to 20 million in only has many problems yet to solve.
three years., Bukalov said.
Solving those problems will be like
Ustmenko said new freedoms have renovating an inhabited house.
created a nation of letter-to-the-editor "Maybe it is not so interesting to live
writers. Even Gorbachov has been (in that house), but it is very interesting
critically mentioned by name, said to read about it," he said.
Ustmenko.
Preskov also said that until Soviet
"The Russians, for the first time in leaders grow more comfortable with
their lives, are really enjoying expanded freedom of the press,
themselves by writing whatever comes "perestroika can be choked to death by a
into tlfeir heads," he said.
strong embrace of love."
Ustmenko said many letters to the
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Ernie Norton and Darlene Apangalook pose In their new DuPont parkas.

Students to link culture
in Bering Strait crossing
By Jay Stange
Northern Light Sports Editor

NOtlhem Light PholclSOten Wuerth

Vasily Juavlev plays radio-tag In front of Bulldlng B.

On March 1, a 12 person team made
up of Soviet and American skiers and
mushers will attempt a 1,200 mile
journey through a land so harsh that
international politics will not illu"e to
disturb their mission.
According to Gov. Steve Cowper,
who held a press conference Friday at the
Egan Convention Center, the Bering
Bridge Expedition represents the second
step toward re-establishing contact
between Inupiaq Eskimos of Alaska and
the Yupiks in Siberia.
"It's a very significant step. It means
that Alaska and the people of the North
are leaders in getting together. We in the
government would like to think we're
helpful but it is the private sector that is
responsible," said Governor Cowper.
The ·1987 "Friendship Flight" from
Nome to Provideniya that featured a one
day visit between Alaskan and Siberian
Eskimos was the first step in
re-establishing contact between the two
peoples who were separated by Russian
-American policy during the Cold War.
The Bering Bridge Expedition is on
track to establish new policies from the
grass-roots level up, according to Wayne
Neil of the U.S. State Department of
Soviet Affairs.
Six Americans, including UAA
graduate Ernie Norton, Darlene

Apangalook, a UAA student, Paul
Schurke, expedition organizer, Robert
Soolook of Little Diomede, Lonnie
Dupre of Minn. and Ginna Brelsford of
the Alaska governor's office are
prepraring for the expedition from
Anadyr, Siberia, to Kotzebue, Alaska.
Paul Schurke began putting the trip
together as a shot at "diplomacy on the
trail."
"Our assignme~t is to carry the spirit
of reconstruction (of cultural and
linguistic ties) to 16 Soviet and 14
Alaskan villages," he said.
Norton's bachelor's degree in
Anthropology and the work he has done
on a master's degree will help him to
unpretentiously study the dialects of
Siberian Eskimos as he travels through
30 towns and villages.
Concerning his discovery of, and
subsequent participation in the
expedition, Norton said, "I was at the
Center for Northern Studies in Vermont
and (Shurke) came up to do a
presentation on his "North Pole 1986"
tour. I heard of him through a mutual
friend and she mentioned that there would
be a Bering Bridge expedition but it was
just in the planning stages."
"When I heard of the purpose of the
trip, I really wanted to get on board,"
said Norton.
Though Norton will not lead the
expedition - that job is for Shurke, 33,
See Norton page 27
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AOC considers athletic exchanges with Soviets
Whether or not West can meet East in the sports arena is one of the
questions the Magadan Director of the Sports Organizing Committee,
Sergei Makecv, arrived in Anchorage to answer this week.
Makeev slashed through barriers of language and culture with a weapon
that members of the Soviet delegation wield frequently: humor.
Without an interpreter present, UAA Athletic Director Ron Petro was
unsure how much English Makeev understood at their meeting Thursday in
Petro's office. But on a short walking tour ofUAA's athletic facilities
Petro gave, Makeev humorously did his part to break the ice outside the
tiny entrance to a racquetball court.
"It's a prison?" he asked.
Makeev met with Petro and the rest of the Anchorage Organizing
Committee Thursday to discuss the possibility of future athletic
exchanges between the region of Magadan and the state of Alaska.

"We discussed (through an interpreter) his agenda for coming over here,
what he has as far as sports concerns and (the possibility of) exchanges,"
Petro said.
Magadan, located in the northeast comer of Siberia, is Alaska's closest
non-contiguous neighbor. The cities of Magadan and Anchorage share
similar northern latitudes (approximately (i() degrees) and, according to
Makeev, we share interests in the same sports. ,
Boxing, skiing, gymnastics, swimming and wrestling are the top
professional sports in the region of Magadan, Makeev said.
The AOC board meeting discussed fo:ir general categories of sporting
concerns with Makeev, according to Petro.
The first was professional or elite sports for athletes aged 18 to 26
which would match the level of Alaska's university programs. Second on
the list were the Arctic Winter Games.
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UAA's Ron Petro and Sergei Makeev peer Into the racketball court "prison."

This event, which features junior teams ffom
Canada and the United States competing in winter
sports, was of particular interest to Makeev because of
its international flavor.
Third on the list of topics for discussion were
professional exhibitions, a minor concern of the board
members according to Petro.
Makecv and Petro agreed, however, that some
exchanges could take place in youth sports.
"I asked him about the younger kids not at the elite
level," said Petro. "He agreed that there could be some
exchanges there. One of the problems he has to deal
with is that in his particular budget, in his area, they
don't yet know how lo handle people coming to
Magadan (in terms of visas, transportation, and
housing)."
The Soviet government in Magadan is not set up to
accommodate official visitors.
"The other problem was that if there were to be any
exchanges of funds (currency), that becomes a problem
because if you receive any rubles in the Soviet Union
you must spend them in the Soviet Union. You can't
come here and exchange the money and they will not
exchange dollars there," said Petro.
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Petro feels that of all the meetings that took place
over the week between the Soviets and Alaskans, the
sports exchange might be the easiest to manage,
particularly in nordic skiing.
Petro said that the AOC would like to appoint an
interpreter, one man who would act as a "clearing
house" for mediations with the Soviet government He
mentioned Walt Bagatran as the man who might keep
discussions with the difficult government organized.
Vasily 1uavlev of the Soviet Culture magazine who
speaks excellent English translated for a couple of
minutes during Makeev's tour of UAA:
"I'd like to say hello from the Magadan Party
Committee," said Makeev. "(The committee) has the
impression that the Americans want to move very fast
(in setting up relations between athletic factions). It's
very difficult for Russians to move so fast."
"It's a whole new world," said Petro. "And it takes
less time to get there than to Seattle."
"He had a good sense of humor and he had a
message to bring but obviously he was selected for his
ability to deal with people," said Petro of Makeev's
visit. "I don't think there were any hidden agendas.
Everything was done in complete friendship."
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Shopping mall$ a destination for Soviet delegation
By Louise O'Brien-Dominguez

Northern Light Reporter
For the Soviet delegates who
descended on the Northway mall last

week, it was a time to explore the
excitement of the American shopping
scene. For the many Anchorageites who
visit the mall everyday, shopping is
usually done out of boredom or the

necessitous urge to blow ones paycheck.
The mall was filled with curious
people, anxiously waiting to catch a
glimpse of the Soviet shoppers. Nobody
in the mall, including security, seemed
to know the exact time the Soviets
would arrive at the mall. If anyone did
know, it was being kept well under
wraps. After three hours of numerous
delays, the red double-decker bus finally
parked in front of the mall entrance and
the anxiety of the waiting on-lookers
were lifted.
As they entered the mall, the obvious
looks of excitement and awe could be
seen on the faces of the on-lookers. The
Soviets themselves remained placid as
they walked up to meet their guides, but
did exchange warm greetings eventually.
Their guides, who were mainly mall
workers that volunteered, greeted each
Soviet shopper with an American-style
hello, and a bag-o-goodies. These

Electronics were mostly what Makeev
was concerned with purchasing. "I would
like to. buy some double tape cassette
deck from the Japanese," he said.
A few of the Pokrovski performers, a
group of Russian folk dancers, also
participated in the shopping expedition.
Their main attraction was the camera
shop. According to Artur Partosh and
Ramiz Akhundov, a good camera will
cost a months salary, about 140 rubles,
in the Soviet UQion. Partosh, 29, is a
singer and dancer, while 39 year old
Akhundov is a pianist
Through interpreter Ostrovsky,
Partosh and Akhundov spoke about their
first trip to America. Although the
performers won't be continuing on to
other U.S. cities this time around, both
performers look forward to coming back
next summer to visit such places as
Washington, D.C., New York, and
Disneyland. In the meantime, they are

NMlwlrn LighV Ken Foley

Otto Lincoln stages a non-vlolent protest at the Nort!lway man.

Protesting a lonely job
By Louise O'Brien-Dominguez
Northern Light Reporter

"After three days there came a telegram
from Eisenhower, and he sent a telegram
to the Yugoslav Embassy in Budapest. I
managed to have access to it and
translated it to english. It simply means
quoting word by word,' We, the people
of the United States, do not favor to
establish an anti-communist government
neighboring Russia' After he signed it,
an already mobiliud Russian army
invaded from the north, n Lincoln said.
The end of this war story has an ironic
twist According to Lincoln, the only
help the Hungarians received during the
war was from the Russian soldiers who
were already stationed in Hungary.
Despite their noble efforts, these soldiers
were all killed after the Revolution.
"When the delegates come, they are
not representing the Russian people they
are representing the most brutal,
murderous, international gangsters, the
ultimate of the mafia in Russia
"Whether they were born in Russia or
not, the only ones I would say that could
be classified as real Russians are the
defectors. Those that don't defect, I
classify as communist agent," Lincoln

He stood in front of the Northway
Mall, alone and proud, just waiting for
their arrival. He was decorated like a war
hero, with a colorful banner draped
around his body and a sign which made a
powerful statement VASANYGNNUA
PASHLY OOMA- MURDERERS
RUSSKI GO HOME!
Otto Lincoln arrived before the Soviet
•
shopping tour lo protest their
communist government Lincoln said he
doesn't personally hate the Russian
delegates who visited Alaska last week
but he does despise what they stand for.
Lincoln who has been an American
citizen for 27 years, bitterly remembers
the 1956 uprising in his homeland of
Budapest, Hungary.
"I was the leader fighting against the
communist system," Lincoln said. "I
was one of the leaders who managed to
escape before I was arrested in November
of 1956. During the war, the Kruschev
goyernment duly and diplomatically
rec0gni7.ed the independent new
stated.
Hungarian government

Northern LighVKen Foley

Soviet shoppers check out their goodle bags.

shopping bags were filled with donated
gifts ranging from a stuffed Mickey
Mouse to jewelry and soda pop coupons.
With bags in hand, the Soviets
strolled through the mall, followed by an
entourage of curious members of the
press, flashbulbs and recorders.Some of
the shoppers headed straight for chocolate
chip cookies and Coca-Cola, while
others bee-lined to Radio Shale searching
for desired electronic devices.
Sergei N. Makeev is a Soviet
businessman who was among the
shoppers at Northway. Through
interpreter Yuri Ostrovsky, Makeev
commented on the people of Alaska. "I
like the friendly people and the
friendliness I receive here. Siberia is very
similar to Alaska. All of the memories I
pick up here will stay with me for the
rest of my life," Makeev said.

finding Alaska to be "very interesting.'
When asked about their favorite
American things, Partosh and Akhundov
voted hamburgers.pizza, and Kentucky
Fried Chicken as their favorite foods.
Ray Charles, Paul Winter, and Oscar
Peterson were their favorite American
performers.
The person they most wanted to meet
was not Michael Jackson or George
Bush, but World Chess Champion
Robert Fisher. "Because he is a recluse
and nobody can beat him," both men
said.
When their short stay in Alaska is
over, the Soviets will return to their
homeland with various American
trinkets, and Alaskans will return to the
malls to deplete their checkbooks for
another round of the shopping routine.

The Northern Light

Sports

By Jay Stange
Northern Light Sports Editor
The 10th Annual Northern Lights
Invitational Women's Basketball
Tournament brought some of the best
women's basketball being played in the
nation to the UAA Sportscenter last
weekend
UAA was h_a rd at work, while
Anchorage relaxed, getting a big
Thursday night win over in-state rival,
the University of Alaska Fairbanks
Nanooks, which sealed the Wolves hold
on the Continental Divide Conference.
All that stood between them and the
Division II playoffs was a three day
outing against some of the best NCAA
Division I teams around.
Despite losses to the Lady Friars of
Providence and an overtime heartbreaker
that they lost in overtime to the
University of Texas El Paso that could
have put the Wolves in fourth place in a
field dominated by Divison I powers, the
weekend was looked upon by UAA's
players as the best possible warmup for
the upcoming playoffs.
Wendy Sturgis who played the most
spirited and acrobatic ball of the

tournament - there isn't enough room
around the court for her to dive- felt that
though the losses stung acutely, the
playoffs were the main concern of the
team.
"I think this is a very good tune-up for
us," she said. "We went into overtime
with a Division I team."
The 'Wolves were actually in an
excellent position to beat UTEP, they
led by five with less than two minutes to
go in regulation.
Ironically, the woman who was
responsible for putting them there with
bold three-point shooting, Greta Fadness,
missed a one-and-one first free throw in
the last seconds of the overtime that
could have sealed the game.
Coach Bob Foley, from Providence,
whose team put the Wolves down in a
close game Thursday said, "It doesn't go
into the rankings that (UAA) is a good
team. The Division I (schools) missed
the boat on (Robin) Graul."
Graul and Diane Dqbrich of UAA were
named to the All-Tournament Team.
Connie Cole of the dominant Stephen
F. Austin team was named Most
Outstandin~ Player.
See Tournament page 24

Graul up and away In last home game.
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Seawolves fall to Fairbanks
By Beth Curro
Northern Light Reporter
F A I R B A N K S - The skating
Seawolves had a rough time this
weekend as their archrivals the
University of Alaska Fairbanks Nanooks
defeated them last weekend 7-4 and 5-4 at
the Big Dipper Ice Arena.
The Seawolves, now 16-13-3, have all
but killed any hope of obtaining the
independent playoff bid. The Nanooks,
however, have strengthened their
chances, winning 13 of their last 15
games.
"If we can win at least one in
Anchorage," said UAF head coach Don
Lucia, "we deserve to be the independent
team in the playoffs."
In Friday's matchup, the Nanooks
took a 2-0 lead, on power play goals,
after one period of play.
The Seawolves got on the board 17
seconds into the second period on a goal

from junior defensemen Darrin
Semeniuk.
UAF retaliated on the power play,
while Seawolves Dean Trboyevich and
Troy Coulson watched from the penalty
box. Nanook senior Shawn Pettyjohn
added an unassisted score before the
Seawolves found the net again.
UAA's Doug Spooner fed the puck in
front of the net to Tony Catani, who
scored his eighth power play goal of the
season. With four seconds left in the
period, Rob Conn scored his fifth power
play goal of the year on a feed from
senior captain Mike Peluso.
The Nanooks dominated the scoring in
the third, despite the fact that each team
had 13 shots on goal. UAF scored two
goals, 17 seconds apart, to give them a
6-3 lead.
"Those two goals made it tough to
come back," said Catani.
UAF put another in the net when

See

Ellison page 24

Work One
Weekend
A Month
And Earn
SIB,000

For College.
With the New &1awandthe1rmy National &uanL

Give your hometown Army Guard one
weekend a month and you'll get $11,000 or
more iJi_ paychecks, plus a cash bonus of up
to $2,000 as soon as you finish Advanced
Individual Training.
Then, under the New GI Bill, you can
get another $5,000 for tuition and books.
And if you have college loans, the
G!Jard will help you pay them off I;! i I,~ i'' .
with !!P to $1,500 extra per year.
;
To find out more, citll
~
your local recruiter.
...:...a-..

-

A Seawolf hockey player chases down a puck.

NOOhem Lighc file photo

Suininer Jobs
Positions available in:
Fairbanks, Anchorage, Skagway,
and Denali Park.

Driver/Guides Must:
*Be 21 by May 1989
*Be available for a twelve week training
program (evenings and weekends)
*Be personable and knowledgeable about
Alaska
*Have a safe driving record
*Applications and

resumes due 2/28/89

Salaries starting at $1,550 per month
Cruise benefits available after one year
of employment

Call 278-2688
Or
Outside Anchorage
Call 800-478-2400.

I

'

Contact: Office of Admissions,
Student Relations and Placement
Administration Bldg. Room 158

786-1558
for more information,
job descriptions and applications
Interviews March 1&2, from 9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
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Lazzelle conquers lditabike trail, elements
By Arthla Jones
Northern Light Features Editor
After 54 hours of trail breaking
exertion and numbing temperatures,
UAA's Linda Lazzelle crossed the finish
line of the 200 mile Iditabike race to
claim $1,000 in prize money and second

place in the women's division in one of
the most grueling races known to
mountain bikers.
The lditabike was the first mountain
bike race for Lazzelle, program director
for Student Life. Lazzelle not only
conquered the miles of snow and ice, she
also met the challenge of surviving in a

Linda Lazzelle dips Into a hard workout.

Nallhem Ugh! file photo

winter wilderness where temperatures
dipped to minus 20 degrees below zero at
night.
"I had no idea that I would do that
well," Lazzelle said. "I just wanted to
finish. I went with the intention that I
would make it through. I figured I would
finish unless I froze to death."
Despite her successful fini§h, the
difficulties of the trail took their toll on
Lazzelle. After missing the first
checkpoint at Rabbit Lake, Lazzelle
realized she had to backtrack to get back
in the race.
Then came the "Great Walkabout," 11
hours of walking and pushing a 60
pound bike along the trail. This would
have been expected if Lazzelle was an
Austrailian aborigine, but for an
Iditabiker on a frozen night it was sheer
misery.
"I seriously considered scratching. I
was going one mile per hour at one
point. I didn't have any water and I was
really worried about getting
hypothermia," Lazzelle said.
Lazzelle battled steep hills and tired
muscles for 22 miles to the next
checkpoint It was here, early in the race,
that Lazzelle declared her mandatory six
hour layover.
"The race is like pushing a shopping
cart through snow. I had trouble on some
of the hills. They were pretty steep. I'd
be pushing my bike up, with the
handlebars on my head. Then I'd slide
down backwards. I had mukluks on and I
needed more tread," Lazzelle said.
Lazzelle not only had to deal with the
tribulations of the trail, equipment, and
elements. A broken headlight and a lunar
eclipse added to the magical, miserable
experience of Iditabiking.
"On the trail my headlight went out,"
Lazzelle said. "It was about 4 a.m. I was
riding along on a beautiful, bright,
moonlit night. I was enjoying it. I
noticed it was getting darker. I looked up
and saw it was a lunar eclipse. It got
really dark and it started really getting

cold.
"I had this little squeeze flashlight. So
I kept going. I held it in my teeth and
squeezed it every 30 seconds or so and I
would see something and then go along,"
Lazzelle said.
Good, visibility is important and
towards the end of the race, Lazzelle's
became negatively enhanced by
eithaustion. Towards the end of the race
Lazzelle found it hard to stay awake.
"I kept falling asleep. I kept hearing
the humming of my tires (on the snow)
and it was making me so sleepy,"
Lazzelle said. "I started hallucinating that
there were people standing in the trees. It
was really hard to stay awake. I was
chewing these hard candies, crunching
them and doing jumping jacks."
Although Lazzelle trained hard for the
physical part of the race, there were some
aspects of Iditabiking that were new to
her. The race involves more than the
ability to pedal fast. It also involves
common sense and skill at surviving in
the wilderness.
"I had never camped out by myself in
the winter before. The day before I went,
I learned how to light my stove,"
Lazzelle said. "I knew it was important
to keep hydrated. I would get worried
when my fingers and toes got cold. But I
made my own clothing (mukluks and
mitten). I was well prepared."
Lazzelle is no stranger to competitive
sports. She is a former national
champion from the US Freestyle Skiing
team. Individual sports have always
attracted her.
"When I was little I was always so
tiny. Being smaH, the other kids never
picked me for their teams when we were
playing kickball or something," Lazzelle
said. "I always did the independent
sports. I like relying on myself."
Lazzelle is not sure whether she will
do the race next year. She and her
husband Roger, also an Iditabiker, are
planning a trip to somewhere warm,
maybe a mountain bike trip in Co.

Radical but healthy diet may decrease clogged arteries

Doctor warns patients about the hazards of drastic changes in dietary habits
For the first time, there's evidence that
lifestyle changes can reverse plaque
build-up in the heart's arteries.
Fatty deposits began to disappear from
the arteries of 10 of 12 patients after a
year of a very low-fat vegetarian diet,
stress counseling, walks and yoga-style
relaxation exercises, reported Dr. Dean
Ornish at an American Heart Association
meeting in Washington, D.C.
For the 10 patients, coronary arteries

opened an average of 3.6 percent, going
By contrast, among 17 controls given that, in an earlier study, four patients
from 44.4 percent to 40.8 percent traditional medical counseling (cut died just months after they ignored his
clogged. (Two other patients had no dietary cholesterol, control blood counseling and made an abrupt switch
change.)
pressure, quit smoking, exercise), Omish back to a fatty diet. Omish suspects that
Ornish, an assistant clinical professor reported that vessels continued to clog - the body adjusts to the absence of fats,
of medecine at the University of going from 44.4 percent to 46.2 percent and may then become hypersenstive to
California, San Francisco, thinks that if blocked.
their presence.
patients stick to his regimen after the
But Omish gives some cautionary,
study - managing stress levels as well as though admittedly speculative advice:
diet - their arteries will continue to open Anyone quitting his ultra-low-fat diet
(c) 1989, American Health Magazine/
up.
should do so gradually. Ornish notes
Washington Post Writers Group
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Ellison plays key role off ice

Elllson

By Beth Curro
Rick Ellison is one of the few athletes
who has mixed school and hockey, and
been successful at both.
"I wanted to push hard to get it
(school) done," said Ellison. "I wanted to
combine the two, not do them
separately."
Ellison, who graduated last May with
a B.A. in marketing, is this year's
graduate assistant for the Seawolf hockey

Ellison started his hockey career in
Courtenay, British Columbia, Canada
when he was 4 years old. He played
midget hockey (16-17 years old) with the
North Vancouver Island Team, and junior
hockey with the Cowichan Valley
Capitals. In 1981, he was selected to the
British Columbia Junior Olympic Team.
Ellison came to UAA in the fall of
1984. Many reasons swayed his decision
to come here.
"For one thing, I had the opportunity
See Ellison page 24

UP TO

80%
OFF
HAVE YOU GOT IT TOGETHER?

f(EMl/!NOE!(ED BOOKS

HU/lT BOOKS
TREAT IT TOGETHER!

UAA CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
786-1151

ht

UAA sports medicine

- team. His duties range from running
drills in practice to helping players
correct mistakes.
"I'm basically a coach's aide,"
explained Ellison. "I just try to help the
players as much as I can."
"He's a lot of help," said freshman
goalie Paul Krake. "He has good
(coacfting) qualities if he ever decides to
be a coach."
The transition from player to coach
wasn't an easy task for Ellison, but he
has adjusted.
"It's tough to socially interact with
them (players)," said Ellison. "I don't
want to make them feel uncomfortable
so I don't carry on socially with any of
them."

Northern Light Reporter

u

exualJy Transmitted Disease
825 L St., Suite 101
343-4611
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Skiers race for prizes, pleasure at Hilltop
The chairlift spits the skier onto the
offramp, and he glides toward the waiting
group of fellow racers.
The racers, some laughing among
themselves, others scrutinizing the
loosely set, yet challenging slalom
course, welcome the newcomer with
jovial hellos.
Where is the pre-race jitters aJ!d the
competitive aloofness that is as much a
part of alpine skiing as hot wax and
beveled edges?
None to be found here, not at the
UAA Intramurals, Bud Light/World Cup
Sports Friday Night Ski Series. These
skiers have a different frame of mind
when it comes to competition - they
want to see who can have the most fun and it was more difficult to pick a winner
from this category then to pick the
winner of the race.
The ski series, in its fourth year, has
grown from a casual get-together for the
UAA Alpine Ski Team to a
community-wide event. More than 40
people signed up for the first race last
Friday at Hilltop Ski Area, according to
IM Director Cristy Ingram.
Although the series is an established
IM event, the key supporters are those
actively involved in alpine skiing
- namely the UAA Ski Team and other
hardcore skiing enthusiasts. Ingram,

however, would like to see more support
for the program, especially from UAA
students.
"Our main wish is to have students
participate in this activity. So far, we've
been unable to get all the student support
we need. Hopefully it will build in
participants and in community support
of the sport of skiing. We want more
students," she said.
•Last Friday, more than $400 in prizes
tempted the skiers to take that reckless
chance that just might ensure victory or disqualification, and Liesl
Schemthanner, a member of the woman's
ski team, took that chance and posted the
top time of the night, finishing in 96.34
seconds, to skate to first place in the
elite woman's class.
"A lot of people don't come out
because it's a flat hill and they think 'oh
Hilltop.' But it's a good time, you can
get out here and just smile and laugh and
just make a party of it," Schemthanner
said.
John Woodbury took the elite men's
division, finishing with a two-run
combined time of 96.77.
Students interested in signing up for
the Friday Night Ski Series can contact
Cristy Ingram in the IM office at

786-4811.

Bud Light/World Cup Sports
Friday Night Ski Series
RESULTS

24 February 1989
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UAA nordic, alpine skiers travel to Jackson Hole to compete with 20 other teams in nationals
By John Woodbury
Northern Light Editor

The UAA Alpine and Nordic ski teams
left for Jackson Hole, Wyo. yesterday to
lcompete in the collegiate nationals.
The 16 UAA snow representatives
will compete against close to 20 other
colleges. Although UAA is taking the

maximum allowable number of team
members, they are one person short in
the women's alpine team. This allowed
another member to be added to the nordic
team.
The alpine team will be competing in
a slalom and a giant slalom race. Lies!
Schemthanner, woman's alpine ski team
member, has skied Jackson Hole before,
breaking her leg a few years ago while

competing in a downhill race.
"You're so intense when you're down
there. It's hard to study, it's hard to do
anything because you're up up at 6 a.m.
and gone by 6:30 a.m. and you're on the
hill until 5 p.m. Then you come home,
do your skis, eat your dinner and go to
bed. It's kind of chaotic," Schemthanner
said.
Schernthanner said this year's alpine

crew is umque m that it's bubbling with
team spirit.
"We're a really tight team. It's great!
We have so much inner-team spirit constant hugs," Schemthanner said.
This race marks the end of the
collegiate racing season.
"It's all fun. I mean, I could fall on
my butt and it's still going to be fun,"
she said.

Help Wanted, Summer 1989
Tour guide/hostess on 50' tour vessel operating
in Misty Fjords National Monument. Prefer natural
history background. $8.50/hour.
Bookkeeper/Office Manager. $1600/month.
For more information contact:
Dale Pihlman, Outdoor Alaska
Box 7814, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 (907)225-3498

Club Council Reception
March 7th & 8th
Open to all!
Keep watch around campus for details.

Northern Light
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Seawolves hockey drops 2
Continued from page20

put one in on the rebound from a Derek
sophomore Kevin Nohr scored his second Donald shot. UAF scored their only goal
of the night. With seven seconds left in on the power play, with two minutes left
the game, Cary Fisher scored UAA's in the period.
UAF went ahead midway through the
lone third period goal.
• "We played extremely well the entire second period, getting two goals from
game with the exception of a small Nohr and Pettyjohn. UAA tied it up at 3,
period of time in the second," said Lucia. when Spooner tapped in a Kollman shot.
UAA's Donald scored a power play
"We were able to win the first and third
goal early in the third, but UAF
periods and that was the key. n
UAF came out fighting in the first retaliated with two more goals to win.
SEA WOLF EXTRAS
period, Saturday night, taking 22 shots
•UAF's Andy Pokupec and Doug
on goal compared to UAA's 10. Seawolf
goalie Chad Meyhoff kept them in the McFaul were named the Nissan/Jeep
MVPs for Friday and Saturday's games
game, turning away 21 of those shots.
Spooner scored first for the respectively.
Seawolves, after defensman Tim
•Scawolf point leaders: Spooner- 50,
Kollman passed him the puck. Fisher Larson- 41, Catani- 39, Conn- 38.

mass and the lean to fat ratio. It also
tests hydration levels since dehydration
can be a problem in the cold.
"Cold in itself is a natural diuretic.
You don't have to go to the local bar to
end up having to go to the washroom on
a regular basis," said Turner.
The Iditarod has led Turner and his
associates to begin earnest research
within the last 10 years. It is from this
study that Kappes' research was born for
the Iditaski, Iditabike and Iditashoe.
Turner came up with the term "arctic
sports medecine" because he recognized a
significant difference between sports in

moderate environments and those of the
arctic. The bulk of national arctic sports
medicine research that is accepted by the
American College of Sports Medicine, a
national organization, is compiled at
UAA by these programs.
Despite the investigation into these
sports, Turner was quick to note that the
research focuses on preventing injury
while maintaining the challenge of the
events. He said that if the Iditarod were
too nice and safe it would no longer be
The Last Great Race.
"There's a fine line to providing care
and assistance and still having a rugged
race where people really find a
challenge."

Tournament

Ellison

Continued from page19
1989
Sheraton
Anchorage

Continued from page20

Continued from page22

Hotel/Northern Lights Invitational
All-Tournament Team

Cathy Kuntz - Portland State
Lisa Watson - Texas-El Paso
Dayna Reed- Stephen F. Austin
Kim McQuarter - Old Dominion
DIANE DOBRICH - UAA
Chana Perry - San Diego State
Tracy Lis - Providence
_ROBIN GRAUL - UAA .
Portia Hill - Stephen F. Austin
Kelly Lyons -Old Dominion
MOST OUTSTANDING PLAYER

Diane Dobrich, no. 15, named to NLI All-Tourney Team.

Norlhern Llghl/Oabbl Staab

CONNIE COLE S1EPHEN F. AUSTIN

to play right away," said Ellison.
"Another was my dad felt (Anchorage)
was a more hockey orientated
community."
Ellison wasn't known for goal
scoring or great stickhandling, but more
as a solid defensive forward. He had a
regular shift on the penalty killing unit.
He scored 44 points in 112 games for the
Seawolves. He was also selected to the
Nissan/Jeep Classic All-Tournament
Team in 1987.
It has been a while since his last
game, but Ellison doesn't mind.
"I'm really not interested in playing
right now," he said. "I don't want to play
with weekend warriors. I like playing
with the little kids. Now I'm waiting to
play with the oldtimers. Everything in
between is just too serious."
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BOARDWALK

PIZZA

On the "Strip," By the Slice, in the ...

Benson Center

272-0664

"Buy one piece, get one free
with this coupon"

Now Open Sundays!!!
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C

YHORSE

16th & GAMBELL
CRAZY HORSE TOO!
156 MULDOON ROAD

GIRLS GALORE
New Dancers from
AROUND THE WORLD!
WED. Bad Ught Party Night
SUN. Heineken Party Night
THURS. Bad Light Party Night
at CRAZY HORSE TOOi

Sorwenlrs AvaHable Here
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Crowds enjoy the Summit of Rock
Continued from page 15

arena security. Namin had to flash bis
backstage pass each time be returned to
the stage area.
Namin is the kingpin of rock in the
USSR and his influence has been a
major factor for the music business in
his country. It was 20 years ago that he
started the band Stas Namin under a
governmental regime that was not
encouraging of his art. Now he enjoys
more freedom and has helped Soviet
bands such as Rondo and Gorky Park which is the number one band in the
USSR - get started.
Namin now runs a private center in
Moscow called the Stas Namin Center,
that is known for its role in helping
aspiring musicians. Gorky Park is now
on tour in New Jersey.
Namin has had a lot of contact with
American performers but there are stars
that Namin respects above the others.
"The two that I count as friends, as
well as great musicians, are Frank Zappa
and Peter Gabriel," Namin said.
It was rumored that Nam in might join
his band on stage for a song or two. But

himself on the stage and sang the words
with little difficulty as the audience held
up lighter-flames of peace in tribute to
the Soviet rockers who clearly
understood what the power of rock 'n roll
can really do.
When Stas Namin took the stage the
audience immediately felt the change to a
heavier beat and message. Calm and cool
lead singer Alexandr Losev (Sasha)
delivered his lyrics with a force and
sophistication that only comes from 20
years of the music business and all the
ups and downs that go with it
Offstage, Sasha has been called a
soft-spoken diplomat. But on stage he is
the rockstar, moving to the beat and
enchanting the audience with charismatic
style.
While the band Stas Namin played on
stage, the man for whom the band was
named wandered through the audience.
The super-star, soviet rocker Stas
Namin, who arrived in Anchorage on
Friday, walked down the aisle, totally
anonymous to the American audience and

he decided to stay in the shadows and
continue the mystery of Stas Namin.
"I'm a backstage star," Namin said.
Namin's band did not suffer for his
absence. Their last song was the band's,
and Sasha's own testimony to the music
they have dedicated their lives to.
"This song is called 'I Love Only
Rock 'n Roll.' And I really do, I love
only rock 'n roll," Sasha said.
The set ended with the audience on its
feet, demanding an encore. The band
responded by teaching the crowd how to
sing the chorus of'/ Love Only Rock
and Roll' in Russian, and everybody
sang. Stas Namin would have even had
hardcore rock-lyric critics believing they
loved rock.
When Eddie Money took the stage the
crowd easily made the transition to good
American Rock 'n Roll. There was
dancing in the aisles as Money delivered
one hit after another. Even Arliss
Sturgclewski, state legislator, was
bopping to the sounds as she stood
tiptoe on her chair to get a better look at
the stage.

In an interview, Sasha had promised
an "explosion" at the end of the concert.
What came was an explosion of melody,
not only of music, but also of what is
Russian and what is American. Eddie
Money and his band were joined on stage
by the members of Rondo and Stas
Namin for two rock classics. Eddie and
Sasha shared the lyrics in "Born to be a
Rock 'n Roll Star" and "Back in the

USSR."
"This is a big-league event people! We
didn't have to go there like Bon Jovi and
Santana. They came here. They came
here," Money said.
As the bands took their bows and
congratulated each other, the spotlight
hit upon the giant-size flags of the
USSR, the USA and Alaska, hanging
together above the audience.
"We're building a better world,"
Money said as the audience clapped
cheered and called the names of the stars.
They too believed the Soviet visit is part
of a progress towards a better world, and
they know it is a world that moves to
the beat of rock music.

Sasha lives life of Soviet rock and roller
Continued from page 14
about performing in America.
"Russians and Americans as a nation
are more closer to each other. They have
the same point of views, same feelings for
the conditions of life, and the same sense
of humor," he says.
Sasha doesn't model his music after
American music, as some writers believe.
But he is especially hip to the music of
the Beatles, "because they had melody,"
and the Rolling Stones, "because they
were aggressive." According to Sasha,
"American music and English music is a
good school for (a beginning) musician."
He also feels there are only two types
of music, "good and bad." With this he
breaks out dancing in his chair and
singing the Michael Jackson tune,
"Because I'm bad, I'm bad... "
When Sasha is on stage, he feels an
"energy exchange" between the audience

•

and himself. He and the other group comfortable singing them. Sasha says his finishes off a bottle of vodka or wine. One
members project energy into the crowd, views haven't changed since Gorbachev, person then places the bottle in the center
who in turn transfonn it and give it back it's just become easier to express them. of the table and spins it. The person who
to the performers through cheers and This has made it easier for other groups to is staring into the opening of the bottle
applause. This cycle continues until it enter the music business, and with this when it stops spinning then receives a
finally ends in what he calls a "big Sasha hopes the rock industry in Russia kiss from the person who initiated the
explosion."
will become as popular as it is here.
spin. After time, the game can become
Since Gorbachev began his refonns in
Sasha first worked as a radio engineer pretty interesting, but Sasha says "now
the Soviet Union, it has become easier to for two years before moving on to the it's not so popular because of AIDS."
be a rock singer, Sasha says and the music scene. Radio in the Soviet Union is
Sasha enjoys the difference in foods
people "love Gorbachev in general, much different than in America. There is around the world. In America, his
because he had a great idea. Your one station, which mixes all formats, favorites are fruits and juices, which are
condition of life depends on yourself (how everything from folk and classic to rock hard to come by in the cold climate of
hard you work)."
and news.
Russia. He says, "Americans don't eat
According to Sasha, before reforms
Twenty years ago, when Sasha joined food, they kill food." They eat more for
were implemented there was a lot of Stas Namin, his mother thought maybe quantity than quality, he says.
censorship and regulation, now it has - he was "stupid." Now, Sasha says, When asked if there is something he
"maybe she was wrong."
wants to take back home with him, Sasha
become easier to play what you wish.
Most of Stas Namin's songs are about
Lingering over some genuine Alaskan replies, "the warmth of the American
life and the emotions and situations vodka, Sasha began talking about drinking people."
involved. A few songs have political games in the Soviet Union. In one,
lyrics, and only recently has the group felt everyone playing sits around a table and

Glastnost festival warms the cold front
Continued from page 13
"Glasnost Folkfest." Relatives were
able to dance with their families again
and carry forward their traditions.
Esthero Davison of Gambell also
travelled to Siberia in 1986 with the
dance group and rediscovered friends and
family she hadn't seen in 70 years. Her
impressions of the people and the Soviet
Union prepared her for seeing them again
here in Anchorage.
"When I found out how friendly they
are I feel at home and ~tso I found out
that the land is really a land of music, all
kinds of music," Davison said.
Getting to know the Russians is
something the young people as well as
the old need to experience, Davison said .
"I wish our children would learn more
about them because some of our young
people do not know them. When they
get used to them and know them, they
will cling to them."
Becoming acquainted with the Soviets
and their music posed no problems for
the audience. The Pokrovsky Singers
made their entrance through the audience,
dancing and singing their way to the

stage. Their energetic, joyous voices and
the harmony of the old traditional ballads
and songs they sang gave the audience a
view into the heart and soul of Russia.
Dmitri Pokrovsky, the leader of the
group, received a roar of applause when
he said, through an interpreter, "The
song is the soul of the people and I think
the peoples will understand each other
much better if they would sing together
more often."
Every act and every performer seemed
to communicate the same idea. Coming
together in song an expression of hope
was repeated by every group in some
form. The performers gave their all as
they rode the crest of audience feedback.
In the second half of the program,
there was a shift from the traditional
Alaskan dances and Soviet songs, to a
modern American style of music
presented by the Martin Luther King
Anchorage Community Choir.
With their rocking gospel songs and a
special appearance by Susan Osborne, a
gospel singer from the east coast, the
Martin Luther King Choir maintained
the energy created by the native and

Soviet groups, giving the theme of hope
and communication in a modern
perspective.
In the end, it was the children who
brought the message home. An
Anchorage children's choir sang of peace
and hope in beautiful synchronization
and harmony, representing the faith they
have that the future will be even
brighter.
It seemed that this was all the audience
could ask for, but just as the show
seemed to be winding down, the Soviet
rock band Stas Namin came on stage and
brought the house down with high
energy, solid beat rock and roll.
Not scheduled to perfonn before
Saturday night at the Sullivan, Stas
Namin shook the rafters with three songs
in Russian and one well-done song in
English.
Dispelling all doubts as to whether a
Soviet band could tap into the great
mystique of rock and roll, the spirited,
talented five-member ensemble
established themselves as a true rock and
roll entity in Alaska.
This sense of concern about the future

and communication in the present was
the main theme for the whole
folkfestival. Through combined singing
and dancing in every phase cf the show
the performers expressed the fervent
desire that the bridge across the waters be
fortified with public support.
By the end of the peformance the
audience was standing, singing and
waving their arms over their heads along
with the performers; natives from
Alaska and Siberia, the Soviet folk
singers and the combined Martin Luther
King and children's choirs.
The evening brought people from
around the world closer together and
established a bond that will survive the
distance between cultures and countries.
As the audience left the ACPA that
evening they were singing newly learned
songs of peace and smiling with the
pleasure of new found friends.
No longer is the philosophy about the
visit with the Soviets described as, "we
are all the same." Now the feeling seems
to be "we are all headed in the same
direction, across the Bering Sea Bridge
of music arid song."
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Visit with Soviets
dispels many myths

The man, The myth
At large

By S6ren Wuerth
Northern Light News Editor

Many people believe that Soviets in
America would want to "run away" from
their country, or "defect"
One day with a few Soviets can dispel
Nadejda Pokrovskaya is 16 and was in
a lot of myths.
Alaska as a member of the Pokovski
The Pokrovski dance group of about group. She lives and goes to school in
16 members was at the University of
Moscow.
Alaska Anchorage by chance. Their
When I asked her if she would choose
driver didn't exactly know where to take to live in America if it were made
the performers, so when someone yelled possible to her, Nadejda cut me off
out ''UAA" the driver carted the curious mid-question, "No, no," she said. I asked
travelers to Anchorage's beloved campus. her why. "Because I love my country
Once the dancers were here, they
most of all," Nadejda said.
lounged wearily in building K, exhausted
I wanted more evidence that Soviet's
from the day's activities and confusion. are highly patriotic and so I asked an
They collected in the Counseling and
interpreter to ask a Soviet rocker the
Growth Center, and most of them dozed same question one evening.
off in chairs.
"No, I don't need to ask him that,"
Outside the dividers surrounding the
said the interpreter at first, "Soviets love
Center, students walked to and from their their country."
classes unaware that people from a
I suggested he ask the rocker anyway,
culture entirely unique sat yards away.
to which he agreed.
Meanwhile, a nervous driver
"Every man has the right to live in the
.frantically called the Egan Center, or "the country of his birth," he said, translating
HUB," trying to find out where they
for Serguei Markin, a guitarist for Stas ·
were supposed to be.
Namin. "In other words the grass is
Finally, after much
always greener. If every man leaves his
miscommunication, the group followed own country, he also leaves the place he
each other to the front of building A and flees to - he's a wanderer."
There are some who think all Soviet's
waited for someone to drive them
somewhere. There, they still weren't
are atheists.
really sure what was going on.
When we arrived at the Northway
A few of the Soviets took out wooden Mall, I asked Nadejda what she would
wind instruments and began to entertain like to buy.
the others, until a UAA employee offered
"A bib-bela," she said. No sooner had
to take them somewhere in a university she asked someone to translate, than I
van. The consensus was to go to the
escorted her to a Book Cache to find a
Northway Mall.
Russian Bible.
There wasn't enough room in the van
The Soviet's that were here blended
for 311 the performers, so I volunteered to with our society almost imperceptibly.
take a few of them in my car.
They had a good time, they rocked,
I felt as though I was doing something and hardly anyone knew it
wrong by driving these people around. In
fact, I thought I could face repercussions
of an incriminating sort for abetting a
dissident
But as it would turn out later, both the
Soviet guests and coordinators were
extremely grateful to drivers for taking
the Soviets anywhere.
They were as free to ride along with
strangers as a hitchhiker is when he or
she joins a motorist on an interstate.
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URR FOOD SERU I CE

By Hugh Dood and Lou
N.Brow
Special to The Northern
Light
A chemical flash beneath the wash of
a red bulb revealed the product of rµany
years labor: it lived!
Or rather, he lived.
Standing between five and six feet tall,
with a shock of gray hair and beard to
match, the creature made its way out of
its birthing area on a snowy late 1970's
Anchorage evening.
The chill of the cold winter air
awakened the formerly inactive but
potentially brilliant mass of
neuro-fibrous, twitching, gray matter
that forced his eyes to bulge beyond the
limits of his eye sockets, stretching the
vein - encrusted lids to the tautness of a
mosquito's ass stretched over a water
barrel.
Hefting his enormous legs, the
creature lurches forward leaving two
inch deep impressions in the hardened
winters ground.
He appears outside of the dormitory,
25 big ounces of Foster's in each hand,
and enjoys a voyeuristic peek at Diane
washing her clothes.
Next on line is a visit to the
Consortium Library to see if the new
National Geographic has arrived.
"Wait! I can't take these beers in with
me," he thinks, as the first of the
Foster's disappears into his girth.

Halfway through an article called
"Breast Feeding in the Gobi Desert," he
remembers that tonight is the "Young
Republican's Boogie-a-Thon" in the
cafeteria. Damn, his Air Jordans and
stone-washed Levis are back in his donn
room.
Back in the light of his 25 inch color
TV, while he picks up his missing shoes
and pants, he temporarily laments the
passing of "The Dukes of Hazzard."
My but that Daisy is a fme girl.
If he was doing any better he would
probably be in jail.
Friday night on the UAA campus has
begun and "The Man, The Myth" is on
the prowl.
He is lurking everywhere on campus.
Will he see you or will you see him?
Have you seen him or do you know of
someone like him lurking about? Write
us, tell us, let us know. It is the time
of...
THE MAN, THE MYTH.
Please address direct all sightings by
mail to The Northern Light,
Campus Center Rm. 212
3211 Providence Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99508
or:
by VAX to usemame "AYLIGIIT"
The best weekly description of "The
Man, The Myth" entered by a UAA
student makes that person eligible for a
prize to be given out following the final
Spring, 1989 edition of The Northern
Light.

Your Campus Eatery

University police blotter

In the Pub
Buffalo Chicken Wing Special
This week try the Bar B. Q. or hot and
Spicy Chicken Wings and get
a dozen Wings for the price of Ten.
12 Wings only $ 3.50
6 Wings only $ 2.00

Breakfast Special in the Cuddy
Enjoy a Vegetable Omelet with Mushrooms,
Red & Green Peppers, Onions, Tomatoes,
and Sprouts. Served with a Medium Coffee.

Only$ 2.50

2/16
Campus police issued a verbal
warning to a driver found driving on the
sidewalk in the north free lot.
Campus police received a report of the
theft of a bike, valued at $319, from a
locked storage room in the dorms. The
report is still under investigatio~. .
Campus police reported an urudentified
person left perscription drugs in the
Department of Public Safety office. The
unclaimed drugs were destroyed.
Campus police received a report of the
theft of a radar detector, valued at $120,
from a locked car in the east E lot

2/19
Campus police received a report from
Alaska General Alarm that the alarm in
the Frontier Alaska State Credit Union
in the Campus Center had been set off.
An officer responded and found the
building secure.
C~mpus pol.ice issued a verbal
warning to a driver for driving on the
sidewalk.

2I 20

.

Campus pohce receved a report that
~D h!~ confi~alated a .student ID card
with a 1i:Use soc1 security number. The
card was turned over to Campus police.
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Norton dares ice
Continued from page 16
and his Soviet counterpart Dmitry
Shaparo, 47, of Moscow, his specialty is
breaking trail in bad conditions.
"I'm in top shape," he · said, "I'm
familiar with the terrain back home (in
Kotzebue)."
He is also confident about the skill
and physical condition that the rest of the
American expedition possesses.
"But," he said, "if anything does
happen, we have the dog sleds to load
them up on and they will be fine."
Due to the ex treme danger of
traversing that hazardous 52 miles of
Bering Strait ice floes, the expedition has
been train ing very seriously in
Minnesota with Schurke and Dupre.
"Up until about three weeks ago my
dad didn't want me to go," said Norton,
"and my mom was losing sleep over it."
"(Norton's father) said that anything
can happen up there in a minute."
"Our first leg is five days but I think
we can cut it down to about three," he
said.
"The trail (from Anadyr to Kotzebue)
is 1,200 miles long. And I'm pretty sure
that once we cross the (Bering Strait)
bridge we're going to be going around a

lot of rough ice and open water. So
maybe that 52 miles (across the Bering
Strait) could turn into 150 miles."
The possible benefits of the visit have
outweighed his parent's fears of the
potential dangers.
"Since (they first heard of the trip),
they've seen the intent of the trip and
they arc fired up about it," said Norton.
"If it was an extended trip and we
didn't have a lot of rest stops along the
way (where supplies can be picked up) I
might be worried about some of the
people," said Norton.
"I would like to find out what Eskimo
dialect (the Siberian Yupiks) speak."
Norton's girlfriend, Elleonore Sunii
Loon, is a bilingual instructor in the
village of Selawik, about 72 miles
southeast of Kotzebue.
"I think by studying their linguistics,
I would want him to make a trail for me.
By 1991, I would like to take my kids
(students) across the ice (to meet the
Siberian people)," she said.
Elleonore's hopes and the expedition's
dangers easily outdistance the scope of
political jockeying that has weighed
upon Alaskan-Soviet native relations
since WWII.

Northern Light PhototSO!en Wuerth

Soviet members of the Pokrovskl perfonners play a tune.

Stas Namin guitarist tells all

CHORDS OF
HARMONY
USA/USSR '89

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING. M/F
Summer & career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas,
caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:

2C>e•738-7000 Ext. 3757C

BARCH
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Largest Library of information In U.S. all sub/sets
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
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"izrg utaht\~\\'\fGOOD TIMES, GOOD MUSIC,
GOOD PEOPLE ...
Now Featuring Live Entertainment
Tues. thru Sat. for Your
Listening & Dancing Pleasure.

"Support your Seawolves &
stop in after the game!"

701 E. Tudor Road
5 61-1422

Continued from page 14
Markin, who drinks only moderately,
spoke german and some english, until a
translator arrived and, though his english
is poor, he managed to say what he
wanted to say most
"Many, many people are very good,"
says Markin of his reaction to Alaska.
"American people, Soviet people - are
like two." Markin clasped his hands
together.
Markin, part of the 90-member Soviet
delegation to the United States, played
with Stas Namin in a concert with his
group at the Sullivan arena Saturday
night
He and the band will aJso travel to
such cities as San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and Chicago. The tour will end
in New York City, where Stas Namin
will produce a record album with another
Soviet band called Gorky Park.
Markin says he plays not only guitar,
but also the saxophone, accordion and
banjo. And he hopes to buy a harmonica.
"I teach my brother how to play," he
says.
With the arrival of the translator and
after sipping a cold beer, Markin became
loquacious, trading questions and
answers.
Northern Light - What do you enjoy
most about America?
Scrgeui Markin - The smiles of the
people around me.
Northern Light - What do you dislike
about America?
Markin - After only two day here, I
cannot judge accurately. I like everything
so far.
Northern Light - Where do you buy
records in the Soviet Union?
Markin - It's a big counrry and there
are all kinds of music stores just like
here, with a tremendous variety of
music. (He suggests that he probably
knows just as much about pop music as
you guys). Russians and Americans are
very close, the only difference is that I'm
ralking Russian and you're talking

English. This generation has the same
problem. The best thing that can happen
(to the Soviet-American relationship) is
to :>it around the table like this and drink
beer.
Northern Light - What kind of drugs
are there in the Soviet Union?
Markin - I think they get hash and
heroin from Asia, but we don't have
LSD.
Northern Light - In America we
correlate 'sex, drugs and rock&roll' is it
the same for Soviet rockers?
Markin - In all the world
unfortunately, and I stress that
unfortunately be underlined& it's true.
But, the use of drugs in the Soviet
Union is not as widespread as it is here
because the law comes down so heavily
on you. In the countryside, it's almost
unknown, because it's technologically
backward. It's more prominent in the
cities."
Northern Light - What do you think
of Russian music?
Markin - Russian music is the best.
Northern Light - What do you receive
as a wage in the Soviet Union for your
work?
Markin - Before perestroika, I received
such a small wage that I'm embarrassed
to say what it is. Now I have my own
three bedroom house, which is unusual
in the Soviet Union. I just bought my
mother a house in the country.
Northern Light - What is your
educational background?
Markin - I have several degrees - a
normal high school education and
metallurgy (or the fabrication and use of
metal). I also studied guitar and have a
degree in guitar. I've studied music since
I was seven.
Northern light - If you had a choice,
would you live in the United States or
the Soviet Union?
Markin - Every man has the right to
live in the country of his birth. If every
man leaves his own country, he also
leaves the place he flees to, he's a
wanderer.

Northern Light - What are Soviet rock
fans like?
Markin - Before perestroika, Soviet
rock was underground. After perestroika,
everyone was surprised to see the groups.
Concerts just like here - you can buy
tickets for 3 to 20 rubles.
Northern Light - What do you think
about American women?
Markin - American women are very,
very, very good, but not as good as
Russian.
Northern Light - Do you miss home?
Sergeui Markin - No, not yet. We've
only been gone five days. But yes, we
will.

After the interview, Markin took the
stage at Chilkoot's along with singer
Sasha Losev and a member of Rondo,
another Soviet band that was in Alaska.
"It was awesome," said Mike Sidon, a
band member of Vertigo, the
Anchorage-based rock group that was
relieved by Markin.
"We were trying to get them to come
up and play another set," Sidon said
later. It was hard to explain what was
going on. I gave 'em the guitar and they
just took off.
"I'm hoping they'll come back up and
do some more for us."
Before Markin left that evening, he
got a chance to sign the fishnet-stocking
clad leg of Robin Davis. She screamed as
Markin and other band members signed
her leg.
For Markin, one more night in
America raged intensily by.

Note:
This in-depth, Northern light
interview would not have been possible
without the help of a translator who
refused to be identified.
Northern light Sports Editor Jay
Stange contributed to thi s story.
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Northern Light
News
·Gov. Steve Cowper appointed three
new regents to the University of Alaska
Board of Regents on Feb.17 to fill
vacancies left by Edward Rasmuson of
Anchorage, Donald Abel of Juneau and
Marcus R. (Randy) Oapp of Fairbanks.
•The new regents are Virginia Breeze of
Anchorage, Eric Forrer of Juneau and
Morris Thompson of Fairbanks.
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• UAA researchers Dr. Peter Hackett
and his colleague Dr. James Bagian
designed an experiment for the upcoming
Discovery space shuttle flight
•The Pe.ace Corps now offers an
Associate Volwiteer Program that lets its
volunteers serve one year instead of two.
Check details on NORTHERN IJGHT
NEWS in future issues.

President George Bush greets tradltlonal Alaskan
By John Raffetto
Northern Light Reporter

n

Young Soviet rock groupies anxiously await the arrlva ot ~tas
Namln. Stas Namln played at the Sulllvan Arena on saturday.

President George Bush paid a visit to
Anchorage last Wednesday on his first
overseas trip as president
Bush was on his way to Tokyo for
the funeral of Japanese Emperor
Hirohito and stopped in Anchorage for
refueling. A crowd of more than 7 ,000
people, mostly military personnel,
gathered in an aircraft hangar on
Elmendorf Air Force Base to see and
hear Bush.
Before Bush arrived at 9:30 a.m.,
crowds were entertained by eskimo
dances, blanket tosses and other
performances of local talent. Anchorage
Mayor Tom Fink and Gov. Steve
Cowper gave speeches as people
continued to file into the hangar from
the cold outside.
The President brought with him his
wife, Barbara Bush, Secretary of State
James Baker, three airplanes, a couple
of limousines, 250 journalists and
enough secret service agents to increase
the populatioQ of Anchorage.
During his speech Bush said, "My
only regret is that I will not have an

opportunity to see Alaska in all its
glory ... there's nothing quite like the
Fur Rondy." Bush also mentioned the
harsh cold Alaska experiences, saying it
"brings out the best in Alaskans."
President Bush referred to Alaska as
"the forward edge of our national
defense. We rely on you to keep the
watch, to hold the line."
He also expressed his support for the
opening of the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge to oil development, to which
the audience applauded.
Bush made no reference to the series
of events taking place last week
involving the group of Soviets visiting
Anchorage.
Besides Hirohito's funeral, Bush
plans to strengthen ties in China and
Korea.
But Bush also interjected some
presidential humor.
"As I was getting off the airplane, I
was thinking of the inaugural address of
President Harrison - he spoke thre e and
a half hours, caught pneumonia and died
some 30 days later. I will be brief," he
said.
And so it was. He came, he saw, he
spoke. All in a 20 minute time period.

UAA slated for $12 million budget ax
Continued trom page 1
However, the implications of cutting
the UA budget are already clear, said
Rep. Nillo Koponen, {D), chainnan of
the University Budget Subcommittee.
According to Koponen, the University
is only now beginning to settle in and
re-orient itself after the many budget cuts
of the past.
"And to get another such blow, I
think, would damage the institution even
more," he said. "If we are presented with
budget caps and told that we have to cut
the budget down to X amount, then we'll
have to talk.
"But so far we have not come across
any areas where there would be any
savings of nearly the amount they are
talking about," said Koponen.
According to Wendy Redman, vice
president of University Relations, UAA
will bear a large share of any UA budget
cuts. Redman also said if the cuts go
through, UAA staff and faculty members
will not receive their long-awaited raise

will leave.''
According to some observers,
never-ending budget cuts have already
placed UAA on the brink of academic
concern.
decline.
"Obtaining increased budgetary
One letter written by members of the
support for FY90 is critical, especially UAA Faculty Association stated that "a
increased funding for staff and faculty budget cut of this magnitude would be
compensation," Behrend said in a speech. catastrophic, especially here at UAA
"Outside of the minority of faculty where the merger has left the institution
who received market-based adjustments barely able to meet demands of a
and a few staff who received increases growing student body."
attendant to reclassification, UAA
According to Koponen, Alaskans
employees have not received any ought to consider the long-term
adjustment in compensation since 1985, · consequences of UA budget-cutting. He
i.e., for a full four years this coming said additional reductions might enable
summer, while employees of state out-of-state schools to draw top students
agencies have continued to receive step away from Alaska in ever-increasing
increases," he said.
numbers.
"We're not competitive at all," said
"According to the figures I have from
Joe Conners, president of Faculty the department of education, they expect
Senate. "We're not able to fill the a 14 percent increase in the number of
positions we've got vacant, and if money high-school graduates in the next
doesn't come for faculty as well as other decade," Koponen said. "I don't think we
employees, the faculty, a lot of them, want to send them all to Bellingham,
in pay.
Two weeks ago, UAA Chancellor
Donald Behrend said staff and faculty
compensation was a top-priority

Washington, or some place out of state."
Nonetheless, Brown said that a major
budget cut is inevitable.
"If oil goes up tomorrow, I think it is
still necessary to reduce the budget,"
Brown said.
Koponen, who favors a budgetary
increase for UA rather than a cut, said
legislators are listening to their
constituency.
"Particularly from Anchorage and
Kenai, the public opinion messages still
run in favor of cutting the budget and
opposed to any taxes, oil or other,"
Koponen said.
But Brown, whose committee
originally developed the list of suggested
budgetary cuts, said students and faculty
can influence the outcome of the
proposed budget reductions.
"Tell all concerned parties to come to
the budget workshops being held around
the state and express their opinion," she
said.

